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SUMMARY 
The thesis consists of nine chapters. Chapter 0 has been devoted to 
recall some conventions regarding notations and definitions used through-
out the thesis. Chapter I is introductory and contains a resume of hitherto 
known results which ha\'e direct interconnection with our investigations. 
Let z be any sequence and let Y be any subset of w. Then we shall 
write 
z~^ Y := {x ^ w: zx — {z},xu)^Y^. 
For any subset A' of ly, the a-, /J-duals of X are defined by : 
A'" = [\{x-^-h) and A:'' = {\{x-^ • cs). 
i€A' xeX 
We define the linear operators A, A^, A~^ : ty —>• tw by 
Arr = (Aa:fc)r=i = (xfc - Xit+Or. i, 
A V = (A2:r,)r=i = ( A x , - A a : , + i ) r = n 
and 
A-lr = (A-lT,)r= , = ( E E .^• 
Let [7 be the set of all sequences u = («fc) such that «fc i^^  0 (A; = 1,2,...). 
We define the sets 
E(tx; A^) = [u-\E){l^^) := {x e u) : (ufcA^x^)^^ i ^ E } ; 
and 
E(p;«,A2) = (u-^E(/,))(A2) := {x 6 u; : KA^Xfc)^^ ^ G E(jr,)} . 
We define the operator S : £(p; w, A^) -^ E{p; u, A^) hy x -^ Sx = 
(0,0,X3,X4, . . . ) . 
In Chapter II we prove the following theorems. 
Theorem 2.1. Let u e (/. Then [SE{p; M, A^)]^^ = M„(p), 
where for a constant M > 1, 
:= {c€w: ZT^ i \ ak \ E J - J i Ef^ i M-'^"-/ \ u. |< c«} 
Theorem 2.2. Let u e 0'. We write, 
M0{p) := {a G {/\-\B^I''l \ u \))-\ cs : R € B-^'^u . ii} 
o c A--1 J - 1 
:=z {a € w : ^ Ck ^ ^ B^''''/ \ ui \ converges 
fc = 1 j = 1 i = 1 
and 2 ] I ^ fc I ~i r ^ °°}-
fc = 1 I "*^  I 
for real B > 0, where, for all a G C5, 
oo oo 
V = fc+1 m = fc+1 
Then 
(a) {SE{p-u,l\-')f = Mffip), fovE = (^, ore. 
(b) I f l / u e £ i , then [SE{p:u,A^)f = Mp{p), for £ = CQ. 
(c) If 1/u e ^ocVi, then [SE{p;u.A^)f ^^  M;?(p), for £ = CQ. 
Theorem 2.3. >1 e {£;, F(p; w, A^)) if and only if 
(«) Efc I Onfc |< OO, for each n; 
(n) C e { £ , f ( p ) ) , 
where C = (cnk) = ((Aa„jt - Aa„_i,fc)ufc). 
Theorem 2.4. A € (F(p; u. A^), E) if and only if 
(i) (a„i) and (a„2) e F(p;t/.A2); 
("•) E r = i « n f c E y " i , E r i i 5 i / ' ' " l " / | " ' < o o , ( 5 > l ) , for each n; 
("'»•) E r = 1 I ^ nfc I B-'l^'^ \u\-'< oo, (S > 1), for each n; 
{iv) Ru-'e{F{p),E), 
where i? = (Rnk) = (Em = fc+i Tnm) and 7nm = E r = m+i «n.. 
Theorem 2.5. A e (£;(p;«, A^), F{p; u, A^)) if and only if 
(0 E ; t « n f c E i " i i E r i i 5 ^ / ' " l « . r ' < o o , ( B > l ) , for each n; 
("•) Efc I Rnk/uk I B"^^"* < cx),{B > 1), for each n; 
(Hi) Ru-'&iE{p).F{p)). 
{iv) (c„i) and (c„2) e £(p;w,A2), 
where/? = {Rnk),C = (c„fc), v/ith 
oo <X) 
^nt = m Z] ^"' andcnfc = (A^a„fc)ufc = (Aa„fe-Aa„_i,fe)ufc. 
In Chapter III we prove some theorems relating to cr-convergence. We 
recall the following : 
c"^  := \x £ £oo '• lim t'L„(x) = L, uniformly in n. L = tr-lim x}, 
m-+oo ^ . 
where 
1 v-^m 
~ m+1 ^ j = O^ffJ(n)-
c := {:r € o^o •  lim fmn(a;) = L', uniformly in n,L' = B-lim x}, 
m—>oo 
where 
+ ••• + )/(m + l) 
1 v~>m 
m+1 Z^j = 0 ^n+j • 
We write C — c.A and C = c^.A, as iteration products of two 
spaces. We define the spaces associated with the summabihty method C^ 
as : 
('{C\p) := {x E o^o : E I Cn(^x) |P'"< OO, uniformly in n}, 
and 
C{C%p) := {x G £00 : S U P X I Cni^x) T < 00}, 
"• m 
where 
;^„„( Ar) = {Ax + T{Ax) + ••• + T"'{Ax))/{m + 1) 
= ;^Er=iEr=o«( '^^(n) , fc)xA-
= T,kCt{n,k,m)xk 
and 
a{n,k.m) = E7= o«(^'(«),^-)/("^ + !)• 
The spaces : 
((A,p) := {xeioo-.Eml Am{x) ^ < ( » } , 
and 
^(A,p)^ := {x € C : sup„ | A„i(x) |P™< 00} 
cire known. 
We prove : 
Theorem Z.l. (.{C%p) C kC\p). 
Theorem 3.2. (.{C^p) C ^(A)oo, where t{A)oo is the special case of 
i{A.p)^Aor p = 1. for all m. 
Theorem 3.3, (.(C^,p) is a linear topological space paranormed by : 
/ V l / M 
(3.3.1) hix) = sup 5 ] | X : a ( n , f c , n ) x , r , 
where 
M = max(l,suppm). 
iiC.p) i? paranormed by (3.3.1) if infp^ > 0. 
Theorem 3.4. Let 0 < p„ < q^- Then i{C'',p) C ^iC^.q). 
Theorem 3.5. Let bnk > 0. If 
and 
sup 5^ \ a„k \ {KkV^^ < oc 
" fe 
sup 5 ^ I a{n,k,m) \ {b„k) ^ '^ < oo 
where p~^ + q~^ = 1. then A £ {ip,lp{C'')),ip{C'') being the special case 
of £{C'',p), for pm = p. for all m. 
Theorem 3.6. Let 1 < p < cx). Then A € (Cfp(C ' ' ) ) if and only if 
Zlm ( S i I oi{n,k,m) \f < oo, uniformly in n, where £^(0*^) is the special 
case of ^(6"',p), for pm = p, for all m. 
In Chapter IV we define some new sequence spaces of cr-bounded vari-
ation as given below. 
Let us write, for m > 1, 
Then, we have 
and if, for a given infinite series X) ^n, denoted by z. 
Xn = Z0 + Z1+ Z2 + b Zn 
then, we alse write 
Cn = o:.„(^) = Ei 
with </j = cr-'"" (^n) -(- 1 and /ij = cr^{n). 
We define : 
E --. 
= d, 
C ( p , 3 ) := {z^d": supm-^ | C „ \'-< ^.s > 0}; 
m,n 
oo 
C''{p,s) := {z ec": Y: "'"^ I <l^ln r< <^-
m = 1 
uniformly in n, s > 0}; 
and 
a{p,s):={z^C''{p,s) :sup ^ m"^ | C n T < oo}-
" m = 1 
We establish the following theorems : 
Theorem 4.1. Cip^s) C C^ip.s). 
Theorem 4.2. C'^{p,s) is a complete linear topological space para-
normed by : 
(4.2.1) G'{z) = s u p ( ^ 5 : m - | C n ( ^ ) r j , 
where M = max(l,supp„,). 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose p is bounded away from 0. Then 
(i) JC''{P,S) is a complete linear topological space paranormed by the 
function G* defined by (4.2.1); 
(ii) C^{p, s) is a closed subspace of C'^{p. s) ; 
(Hi) if, for all m^pm < qmi then C{p,s) C C^{q^s); and £''(p,s) C 
Theorem 4.4. If inf p„ > 0, then £^(p,5) is a complete linear topo-
logical spa,ce over the complex field (F, paranormed by : 
g{z) = s u p { m - / ^ ( C n ( ^ ) r } ' ^ ' ' ' , 1"^ """ \rmn[^)r\'^''^ 
m,n 
where M = max(l,sup^ p„). 
Theorem 4.5. Let 0 < pm < Qm, then £^(q. s) is a closed subspace of 
Theorem 4.6. £^(p, 5) is 1-convex. 
Theorem 4.7. Let p € o^o- Then A 6 (co(p),£^(p, 5)) if and only if 
there is an absolute constant B > 1, such that 
D = sup 
m,Tj 
„,-VP". J^|c,(„^;-^„j) l^- iM Pm < 0 0 . 
Theorem 4.8. A G (^OO(P),JC^(6)) if and only if for every integer 
A^>1 , 
sup < m~' Y^ I Q(n, k, m) \ N^'^'' > < 00, 
"»'" I fc J 
where £^(5) is the special case of £^(p , 5), for pm = Pi for all m. 
Theorem 4.9. .4 € (^(p),£^(5)) if and only if there exists an integer 
iV > 1, such that 
sup \ m"* Yl I « (" ' ^' "^) r* ^^^'* f < °° ' 
for 1 < pfc < 00, l/p(t + l/?fc = 1 ; and 
sup |m~* I Q(n, A:, m) |''* | < 00, 
m,n -^  
for 0 <PA: < 1. 
In Chapter V we study the topological properties and mapping theo-
rems for our new spaces C^{s) and £^(p, 5) and prove some theorems. 
For any sequence a; = (a;„) G w and for any given sequence 6 = (B,) 
of infinite matrices with fl, = (6„fc(i)), we write 
ifni^) = {BiX)n = Yi^r,kii)Xk 
and let Xn be the nth partial sum of a given series J2 ^n (denoted by 2), so 
that 
Z0 + Zl-\ h 2„ 
and 
Xn ^n —1 — ^n-
Then, for n > 0, we have 
^.•n(r) = tf„{a-)-tfJx) 
= Er=oA6„fc(o^fc 
= Er '=o{Er=.A6„fc( t )} . ,„ 
where 
and 
g{n,tui) = 5]^ A6„fc(?), 
A6„fc(0 = {6nfc{^)-6„_l,fc(^)} 
Let p = (p„) be a sequence of strictly positive real numbers with 
suppn < oc. Then we define 
Cl{p,s) := Iz e c^ : supn" ' | iPir,{z) r < 00,5 > o l . 
We write 
= Ef=oEr=o^(",^ ,vK^j 
= E°°=o5*(n,i,^)2i, 
where 
V = 0 
provided that the infinite sums involved exist. 
We prove the following theorems. 
Theorem 5.1. If inf/?„ > 0, then £^{p,s) is a complete linear topo-
logical space over the complex field (C, paranormed by : 
g{z) = s u p n - ' / ^ | 0 , „ ( 2 ) r / ^ , 
for all z € £^(p,.s), where M = max(l,sup„p„). In particular, C^{s) is 
a Banach space normed by 
11-11 = SUpn * I l/'m(2) 1, 
where C^{s) is the special case of £^(p, 5), for p„ = p, for all n. 
Theorem 5.2. Let 0 < /)„ < 9„, Then C^{q,s) is a closed subspace 
ofC(p,^). 
Theorem 5.3. C^ip.s) is 1 -convex. 
Theorem 5.4. .4 £ ((ooi-Ci^i-?)) if and only if 
0 0 
supn~* Yl I g*(n,j,i) \< 00. 
i,n j - 0 
Theorem 5.5. A G (£c^(p),£^(s)) if and only if 
supn" ' 53 I 9*{n,j,i) \ L^^^' < 00, 
for every integer L > 1. 
Theorem 5.6. Let infp„ > 0. Then A 6 (^oc,^^(p,5)) if and only if 
supn M Yi \9*{n,j,i) | < oo-
'." V^  = 0 / 
Theorem 5.7. A G (^(p),£^{s)) if and only if 
(?) there exists an integer A' > 1 such that 
0 0 
supn"^ Yl I 9'{nJ,i) |«* A'"'" < 00, (1 < p^ < 00, Pk'+q;' = 1), 
10 
(n) sup..,„ n-' I g*{n,j, i) |P'=< OO, (0 < pk < 1). 
Theorem 5.8. A e {co{p),C^(p.s)) if and only if there exists an 
integer A' > 1, such that 
sup «"MEl9>'J'0!A'-^^''M <cx). 
In Chapter VI we define some new spaces and prove some theorems 
concerning spaces of iB-bounded variation and spaces related to them. 
We define the spaces : 
£^(p,s) := < 2 € c^ : ^n"' \ xl'in{z) {""'< oo, uniformly in t, and for s > 0 > , 
C^{p,s) := L € C^ip^s) : sup^^n"* | 0.„(2) r < oc j . 
We prove : 
Theorem 6.1. If p = (p„) is bounded, then £^(p, 5) is a complete 
linear topological space over the complex field (F, paranormed by g defined 
by 
g{z) = Y.^-'"^\^'n{z)r^''^, 
n 
for all z e £^(p,5), where M = max(l,supp„). In particular, Cp{s) is a 
Banach space normed by 
I  HI = E"~N«^)r 
n 
where Cp{s) is the special case of C^{p,s), for p„ = p, for all n. 
Theorem 6.2. C^{p,s) C C^ip,s). 
Theorem 6.3. Let B = (B,) be a sequence of infinite matrices with 
Bt = (6nfc(2)). suchthat Efc I n^fc(«) 1< 00, for alH,n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .Then 
r.^ip,s)cjc^(p,s). 
Theorem 6.4. If infp„ > 0, then C^{p,s) is locally bounded. 
11 
Theorem 6.5. If mfp„ > 0, then C^{p,s) is 1-convex. If infp„ < 1. 
then £^(p, s) is not 1-convex. 
Theorem 6.6. Let 1 < p < oo. Then A e (£i,£j(5)) if and only if 
(6.6.1) sup5]]«" ' I Ag-'in.kJ) ]''< oo, 
uniformly in i. 
Theorem 6.7. A € {(i,C^{p,s)) if and only if (6.6.1) with p = 1 
holds and 
Y,n-'Ag'in,k.i) = 1, 
n 
for all i^k. 
Theorem 6.8. z € C^{p, s) implies that there exists a constant Q > 0. 
such that 
^n-Mt",„(.~)r<g, 
n 
for all i. 
Theorem 6.9. Let 1 < p < oc. Then A £ ( C £ ^ ( s ) ) if and only if 
Y:n-'(Yl\^9*in,kJ) \J <oo, 
uniformly in i. 
Theorem 6.10. Let 1 < p < oo. Then A € {e^,{p),C^(s)) if and 
only if, for every integer L > 1, 
uniformly in i. 
Theorem 6.11. Let 1 < p^ < oo. Then A € (C(p),£^(p,5)) if and 
only if, for every integer Z > 1, 
Er^~'[E\^9'in,k,z}\L'/'"''^ 
Pn 
< OO, 
12 
uniformly in i. 
In Chapter VII we recall that a sequence x ^ £^ \s said to be B-
summable if 
tl{x) = {B,x)n = Y,^nk(i).rK-
k 
converges as n —>• oo, uniformly in ? = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . . 
We define the difference sequence spaces generated by the summability 
B , b y : 
(B,p;u,A):={x eioo : \ tf^iuAx - le) {""-^ 0, as n-)• oo, 
uniformly in /, for some / € (C}, 
{B,p;u,A)o:={xeioo : | ffjuAx) [""-^  0, as n - > oo, 
uniformly in ?}, 
iB,p;u,A)oo:={xeioc : sup | <f„(«A.r) |^"< oo}. 
We prove the following theorems : 
Theorem 7.1. (S,p;w, A) C {B,p:u,A)oo if and only if 
(7.1.1) supix;Mor<oo 
holds. 
Theorem 7.2. {B,p;u,A),{B,p;u.A)o and (B,p;tt,A)oo are linear 
spaces over the complex field (C. 
Theorem 7.3. (B,p; u, A)o is a linear topological space paranormed 
by g defined by : 
(7.3.1) g{x) = sup |5^6„fc(i)«fcAxfc|^", 
0<i<oo , r<n<oo j . 
for a whole number r > 0. (H,/>; u, A)co is paranormed by g if inf p„ > 0. If 
(7.1.1) holds, then {B,p;u,A) is paranormed with the same paranorm g. 
13 
Theorem 7.4. {B,p; u, A)o and {B,p; u, A)oo (inf p„ > 0) are complete 
with respect to the topology generated by the paranorm g' defined by 
g*{x) = sup \Y^bnk{i)uk^Xk\^", 
0<t<oo , r<n<oo i^ 
[r is the same as in (7.3.1). If 
I E ^nk{i) T " ^ 0, as n -> oc, 
k 
uniformly in «, holds, then {B,p\ u, A) is complete with respect to g". 
Theorem 7.5. (6 ,g ;u ,A)oC (iB,p;u, A)o, if 
lim inf ^ > 0. 
Theorem 7.6. If 0 < p„ < q„ < 1, then (B,g;it,A)oo is a closed 
subspace of (5,p; u, A)oc,. 
Theorem 7.7. (B,p;u,A)o and {B,p;u,A)oo are locally bounded if 
inf p„ > 0. If (7.1.1) holds, then (iB,jo; u, A) has the same property. 
Theorem 7.8. {B,P;U,A)Q and (S,p;u,A)oo are r-convex for all r, 
where 0 < r < inf p„. Moreover, if p„ = p < 1, for all n, then they are 
p-convex. 
In Chapter VIII we prove some theorems concerning some new se-
quences defined by Orlicz functions. 
Let u = (ufc) be an arbitrary sequence such that Ufc / 0 (A; = 1,2,...). 
We define the space : 
4/(p,w) := <x ew : E 
I it = 1 L 
M 1 ^ ^ 
Pk \ 
< oo, for some p > 0 > . 
Let p = (p„),g = (g„) and g = (?„) denote the sequences of positive 
real numbers and the sequence Q = (On) is such that 
Qn = qi+q2 + 1- 9n 7^  0. 
For a sequence x = (x„), we write 
qk m 
'nk=l I \ P 
1 " 
c(^,p) = 3 - E 9^- , for some p > 0. 
14 
Then we define the new spaces : 
W(M,q;p,u) := {x e w : f^{ux-le,p) -> 0, as n -> oo, for some/9 > 0 
and / G (T}, 
WQ[M, q\p,u) := {x G iv : il(ux,p) ->• 0, as n -^ cx), for some p > 0} : 
and 
l4\3o(M,q;p,u) :— Ix e w -. supi'niux,p) < oo, for some p > 0 ? . 
We prove the following theorems : 
Theorem 8.1. Let H — supj^ Pfc. Then ^A/(P, ") is a linear space over 
the complex field (C. 
Theorem 8.2. tM{p,u) is total paranormed space with paranorm 
defined bv : 
(8.2.1) h{x) = milp^^l" : I ^ 
^Jt = 1 
M i-^^^ 
Pk\ l/H 
< l ,n = 1,2,-
where H = max(l,sup;tPfc)-
Theorem 8.3. Let 1 < pfc < sup^pfc < 1. Then £M{P^U) is complete 
paranormed space with paranorm defined by (8.2.1). 
Theorem 8.4. Let 0 < pk < Qk < oo, for each k. Then 
^M{P,U) Q^Miq^u). 
Theorem 8.5. Let p be bounded. Then W{M,q;p,u),Wo{M,q;p,u), 
and Woo{M,q;p,u) are linear spaces. 
Theorem 8.6. Let H = sup;tPfc- Then Wo{M,q;p,u) is a linear 
topological space paranormed by h* defined by 
,-,., = i„f {,./.. (i_t_«( ^,fK^)rv"'<M = .,2,.. 
15 
Theorem 8.7. Let M be an Orlicz function which satisfies A2-condition. 
ThenW{q\u) C W{M,q;u),WQiq;u) C Wo{ALq;u) and Wo,{q-u) C W^{M,q;u). 
Theorem 8.8 
(z) Let 0 < inffcpfc < Pfc < 1. Then W{M,q;p,u) C W{M.q\ u). 
(u) Let 1 < pfc < supfcPfc < CX5. Then W{M,q\u) C W{M,q;p,u). 
Theorem 8.9. Let 0 < pk ^ qk, and (qk/pk) be bounded. Then 
W{M,q;q,u) C W''(M,9;p,M). 
Finally, in Chapter IX we prove some theorems on summability of 
trigonometric sequences by sequence of infinite matrices generalizing some 
known results. 
Let f{x) be a periodic function, with period 2n, and integrable (L), 
that is, integiable in the sense of Lebesgue over (—TT.TT). Let the Fourier 
series of / (x) be given by : 
1 °° 
—Oo + ^2 (°*^  ^°^ kx-^-bk sin kx). 
2 jk = 1 
Then the series conjugate to it is : 
oo 
(9.1) ^2 i^k cos kx — Ck sin kx) 
k = 1 
and its derived series is : 
oo 
(9.2) ^ k{hk cos kx — ak sin kx). 
k - 1 
Let Sn{x) and s'^{x) denote the partial sums of the series (9.1) and (9.2) 
respectively. We write 
Ut) = iif,t) = 
' f{x + t)- f{x-t) . 0 < / <7r, 
. 9i^) . t = 0, 
where g{x) = {/(x + 0) - / ( x - 0)} ; 
16 
and 
vAt) 
MO 4 sin I t • 
Lei B = (B,), with B, = (6„fc(2)). be a sequence of infinite matrices. 
Tiien, a sequence x = (x„) G C^ is said to be B-{ox Fg-)convergent or 
summable B to the generalized limit Bx. if 
oo 
fe = 0 
= Lim Bx, uniformly for t = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . . 
We establish the following theorems. 
Theorem 9 .1 . Let B — (5,) be a family of matrices, with 
(9.1.1) A^(B.)<oo, for each i. 
Let .4 = {a„k) be a B{OT F^j-regular matrix, i.e. A G {c,B)reg • Then, 
for every x G [—7r,7r] for which hx(t) € BV[0, TT], 
\iniYY>^nk{i)aki s',(x) = M0+) , 
/ it 
unifoT-mly in /. if and only if 
lim5^5^6„fc(2>fc/ s'm(l + -)t = 0. 
Theorem 9.2. Let B = (B,) be a family of matrices with the condi-
tion (9.1.1). 
Let .4 = (unk) be a ^-regular matrix, i.e. A € {c,B)reg- Then, for each 
X € [0,27r]. for which f{x) € BV[0,2n], 
I k 
uniformly in /. if and only if 
^^^5m^"^( ' )«/c ; cos kt = 0. 
/ k 
for all t e [S. ~],S > 0, uniformly in i. 
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Chapter 0 
NOTE ON CONVENTIONS 
Here we state a few conventions regarding notations and definitions, 
which will be used throughout", others will be introduced as they become 
necessary. 
0.1. The symbols N, R and (U 
iV := The set of natural numbers. 
JR := The set of real numbers. 
(P := The set of complex numbers. 
0.2. Limit, supremum and infimum 
lim i^ : means limfc_>.oo • 
supfc : means supj^.^ 2 ..., unless otherwise stated. 
infjt : means inf^ ..^  2,,.., unless otherwise stated. 
0.3. Summation convention 
Z^fc : means summation over k = 1 tok = 00, unless otherwise stated. 
0.4. O and o 
If <;^  is a positive function of a variable which tends to a limit, we shall 
write 
/ = 0{<l>), 
^^ \ f \ 14' < ^ - where K is an absolute constant, and 
i f / / (^ ->0 , (see Hardy [26]). 
0.5. Sequences 
X — (x/r), the sequence whose kth term is Xk-
6 = (0,0,0, . . .)• the zero sequence. 
Cfc = (0 ,0 ,0 , . . . , 0,1,0,0, . . .) , the sequence whose kth component is 1 
and others are zeros, for all fc G IV. 
e = (1,1,1,...)-
p = [pk)^ the sequence of strictly positive reals. 
0.6. Difference sequences 
For any sequence x, the difference sequences Ax and A^a: are defined 
by : 
Ax = A^x„ = x„ - x„+i (A'^x = x), 
A^x = A^x„ = Ax„ - Ax„. +1-
0.7. Sequence spaces 
w := {x = (xfc) : Xfc € jR (or (C)}, the space of all sequences, real or complex. 
(f) := The space of finite sequences, i.e. of all sequences terminating in zeros. 
^ := {x € u;: Efc kfc l< oo}, (see [42]). 
£,x} '•= {x E w : supjt I Xk |< oo}, the space of bounded sequences, 
(see [42], p. 29). 
Co := {x € u;: limj^x^ = 0}, the space of null sequences, (see [42], p. 29). 
c:= {x £ w : limjt xj, = /, for some / G (C}, the space of convergent 
sequences, (see [42], p. 29). 
^oo, Co and c are Banach spaces with the usual norm : 
II X II = sup I Xk I, (see Maddox [42], p. 104). 
k 
C := {a; e w :| a;„i — a;„ |-4 0,cis m,n ^ 00}, the space of Cauchy 
sequences, (see [42], p. 14). 
cs := {a = (cfc) : x — (x„) = {Yll=\ Ofc) € c}, the space of convergent series. 
Ci := {a = (ofc) : H 1 flfc |< 00}, the space of absolutely convergent series. 
We observe that 
£iCcsCcoCc = C doo, 
all inclusions being strict, (see [42], p. 15; see also [1]). 
BV := {x G w --Ylk \ ^^k I = Ejk I Xk-Xk-i |< 00, xo = 0}, the space of 
sequences of bounded variation, (see [42], p. 32). 
This is a Banach space with the usual norm : 
II a; II = J2\xk- Xk-i I . 
k 
If, for a given series X)On, Xn = ai + a2-\ f-fln. Then^i = BV, and 
i C BV C c. BV and cs overlap but neither contains the other, (see [42], 
p. 32). 
W^oo ••= {x e w : sup„^X)^_ I \ Xk \< 00}, the space of strongly 
Cesaro-bounded sequences, (see [38]). 
WQ := {x e w : lim„ ^ J3jt = 1 \ ^k \ = 0 } , the space of strongly 
Cesaro-nuU sequences, (see [38]). 
W := {x ew :\im„^Y2^^\xk-l \ = 0, for some / G (F}, 
the space of strongly Cesaro-summable sequences, (see [38]). 
£p := {x 6 «J : E J Xk !"< oo},0 < p < 00, (see [42], p. 30). 
W^p := {x € «;: lira„ ^ E 2 = 1 I xjt - / I" = 0, for some le(D}, 
0 < p < 00. 
In the case 1 < p < cx), the spaces £p and Wp are Banach spaces 
normed by 
II 1^1 = (51^^ I") 
i / p 
and 
i/p 
II 1^1 = «"p (^ E I -^^  r ) 
respectively. If 0 < p < 1. then £p and Wp are complete p-normed spaces, 
p-normed by 
lUII = El^fc , !•«••« I 
k 
and 
11^(1 = ^ E u ^ r 
" fc=i 
respectively, (see [17], p. 244). For the concept of p-norm, refer ([42], p. 
103). 
The following subspaces of w were first introduced and discussed by 
Simons [82], and Maddox [38]. 
i{p):={xew:Y.k\^k\'"<oo}, [82]; 
^oo(p) -{xew: supfc I Xk ("*< oo}, [82]; 
c{p) •.= {x ew : lim t^ | ijt - M"* = 0, for some / € (F}, [39]; 
co(p) •.= {xew: lim t^ I ^ k 1"* = 0}, [39]; 
H o^o(p) •.= {xew : sup„(^E2 =i\xk I"*) < (X)}, 
W{p) := {x e w : lim„^Efc=i \ Xk - I l^" = 0, for some 
/€(C},([38],[41]"); 
Woip) := {x e «; : lim„ ^ E L i I ^ k ^ = 0}, [38]; 
and 
Mo(p) := U;v>i{x e u;: Eifc kjt I iV"!/"* < oo}, [41]. 
Let p = (pfc) be bounded. Then co(p) is a linear metric space para-
normed by : 
g^ix) = sup|a-A. r / ^ , 
fc 
where M = max(l,sup^.pfc). ioo{p) and c{p) are paranormed by ^i(.r) 
defined above if and only if inf^  pk > 0. i{p) and W{p) are paranormed by : 
l/M 
g2(.r) (El-nl") 
and 
gsix) = sup - J ] jxfc 1"" 
\ « k=i J 
respectively (definition of a paranorm is given in the subsequent section of 
this chapter). 
All the spaces defined above are complete in their topologies. In general 
^OOIP), Co(p), c{p). ({p) and W{p) are not normed spaces, (see [17]). If p^ = P 
for all fc, then C(p ) = ^oo,Co(p) = Co,c(p) = c,i(p) = Cp. Mo{p) - f 
and W{p) = Wp. ip and Wp are Banach spaces for 1 < p < oc and com-
plete p-normed spaces for 0 < p < 1. 
0.8. Paranorm and total paranorm 
A paranorm on a linear topological space X is a function g : X —^ R 
which satisfies the following axioms : 
for any x, y, XQ € X and A, AQ € (F, 
ii) 9{6) = 0. 
{ii) g[x) = g{-x). 
[in) g{x + y}<g(x)+ g{y) (subadditivity), 
and 
(iv) the scalar multiplication is continuous, that is, 
X -^ \o, x -^ XQ imply \x —^ XQXQ; 
in others words, 
I A - Ao 1^ 0. g{x - xo) -> 0 imply g{Xx - XQXQ) -)• 0. 
A paranormtd space is a linear space X with a paranorm g and it is 
written as (A'.^'), (see Maddox [42], p. 92). 
Any function g which satisfies all the conditions (i)-(iv) together with 
the condition 
[v) g{x) — 0 if and only if J* = d. 
is called a total paranorm on A', and the pair {X,g) is called a total para-
norm ed spa.ce, (see Maddox [42]. p. 92). 
If X is a linear space and g is any given function having the properties 
(i)-(v), then it follows that d defined by d{x,y) = g{x — y) is such that 
{X,d) is a linear metric space, (see [42]). 
Let {X,g) be a paranormed space. A sequence (bk) of elements of A' 
is called a basis for A' if and only if, for each x G X, there exists a unique 
sequence (Ajt) of scalars such that 
that is. 
k=l 
g{x — ] ^ A^ 6fc) - ^ 0 , as n -> oo. 
k = 1 
This idea of a basis was introduced by J. Schauder [81] and is often 
called a Schauder basis, (see Maddox [42], p. 98). 
0.9. r-convex space 
For 0 < r < 1, a non-empty subset L'^  of a linear space is said to be 
absolutely r-convex if a;,y € U and | A I*" + | // |''< 1 together imply that 
\x + /.ty €: U, for A,/i € (T. It is clear that if U is absolutely r-convex, then 
it is absolutely t-convex for t < r. A linear topological space X is said to be 
r-convex if every neighbourhood of 0 G X contains an absolutely r-convex 
neighbourhood of 0 G X. The r-convexity for r > 1 is of little interest, since 
A' is r-convex for r > 1 if and only if, X is the only neighbourhood of 0 G X 
(see Maddox and Roles [44]). 
0.10. Bounded and locally bounded sets 
A subset £• of X is said to be bounded if, for each neighbourhood U 
of 0 G A', there is some positive scalar a such that E C a U. X is called 
locally bounded if there exists in it a bounded neighbourhood of 0, (see [85], 
pp. 127 and 157-158). 
0.11. Continuous and Kothe-Toeplitz duals 
If X is a space of sequences x G ty, then we denote the continuout: dual 
of -V b}' A'", that is, the set of all continuous linear functionals on .V. (see 
[42]. p. 113). 
We denote the absolute Kothe-Topelitz dual (or Q-dual) and generalized 
Kothe-Toeplitz dual (or /?-dual) by X" and X^ respectively, defined by : 
A'" := {a ^ w : ^ \ akXk \< oo, for all x G A"}, 
k 
and 
A''^  := {a ew: "^akXk < oo, for allx e X}, (see [41] and [46]). 
k 
0.12. Summability methods and class of matrices 
Let A and V be two non-empty subsets of the space w. Let .4 = 
(onk), («, f^ = 1,2,3,...) be an infinite matrix with elements of real or com-
plex numbers. We write 
An{x) = ^QnkXk-
k 
Then Ax = {An{x)) is called the A-transform (or A-mean) of x. Also 
limAx = lim A„(x), 
whenever it exists. Let this limit, if it exists, be a finite number s. Then, we 
say that the sequence x (or the series ^j^. a^, of which Xk is its kth partial 
sum) is summable by the matrix method A, to the value 5, and we write 
X e s{A). 
(For a study of the Theory of Summabihty and its Applications, reference 
may be made to Borel [14], Cooke [18], Dienes [21], Ford [23], Hardy [26], 
Knopp [31], Petersen [65], Peyerimhoff [66], Powell and Shah [67], Szasz 
[84]. Zeller and Beekman [87], Zygmund [88] and others; see also Ahmad 
[2]). 
If X e A' implies Ax G V, we say that A defines a (matrix) transforma-
tion from A into Y. denoted by A : X ^ Y. By (A,V') we mean the class 
of matrices A such that A : X -^ Y. By {X, Y; P) we mean the subset of 
{X,Y) for which limits or sums are preserved. We also write {X^Y)rtg for 
{X,Y;P). • 
Thus, a summability method A is nothing but A E {X, Y). If A is reg-
ular we write A G (A'. Y)reg-
0.13. Bounded variation 
By '/(a;) G BV{h,ky we mean that the function f{x) is of bounded 
variation in the interval (hyk), that is, 
/•' I d fix) \< oo. 
J h 
0.14. Some inequalities 
The following inequalities will be useful. 
0.14.1. The triangle inequality, (see [42] and [27]). 
For any a, 6 € (P, 1 a + 6 |< | a I + I 6 I . 
0.14.2. Holder's inequality, (see [42], p. 20; see also [27]). 
Let p > 1,1/p-f 1/^ = l , a i , . . . , « „ > 0 and 6i,. . . ,6„ > 0. Then 
i/p / n \ 1/9 
l] • 
Also, 
n / n \ 1/p / n 
k=l \fe = 1 / \k = 1 
0.14.3. Minkowski's inequality, (see [42]; see also [27]). 
Let p > 1,«!,..., fl„ > 0 and 6 i , . . . , 6„ > 0. Then 
(D-» + *^)f"<(E»S)'"+(E»?)"'. 
where sums run from k — 1 to A; = n. 
0.14.4. Let 0 < p < 1, a i , . . . , a „ > 0 and6i , . . . ,6„ > 0. Then 
E (^ '^  + bkf < E «' + E ^-' (s«^  [42] and [27]). 
k = I Jt = 1 Jt = 1 
Inequalities 0.14.1, 0.14.3 and 0.14.4 yield the following frequently used 
results valid for complex afc,6jt : (see Maddox [42], pp. 20-22 and Hardy, 
Littlewood and Polya [27]), 
( E I « ' + * ' r)'" < ( E I <•» r ) ' " + ( E I '-'• I')'" (p > 1). 
Ei' '*+''tr<Ei'-/bi'"+Ei'"i' ' (o<P<i ) . 
0.14.5. For any E > 0 and any two complex numbers a, 6, (see Maddox 
[41] and Maddox and Willey [45]), 
(i) | a 6 | < £ ( | a | ' £ ; - ' + | 6 | ' ' ) , (p > 1,1/p + 1/g = 1), 
(u) | a | P - | 6 | P < | a + 6 |P< |a |P + | 6 | ' ' (0 < p < 1), 
and 
(in) I A |P<max( l , |A | ) ( 0 < p < l ) , 
where A is complex scalar, and for p = (pt), a strictly positive real se-
quence, such that H = supp^ < oo, 
I A| ' '*<max(l , | A|^) . 
Chap te r I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
1.1. In the theory of summability and its appUcations. one is usu-
ally interested in conservative or regular matrices. In the present thesis we 
present some aspects of the theory of matrix transformations and summa-
bility. Interest in general matrix transformation theory was, to some extent, 
stimulated by some special results in summability theorx'. It was however the 
celebrated German mathematician 0 . Toeplitz (1881-1940) who, in 191L 
brought the methods of linear space theory to bear on problems connected 
with matrix transformations in sequence spaces. Toeplitz characterized all 
those infinite matrices A = (a„fc), n, A; = 1,2,3. . . . , which map the space c 
into itself, leaving the limit of each convergent sequence invariant. 
Presenting definitions and notations (in addition to those given in 
Chapter 0) that are involved in the present work, the author proposes to 
give a brief resume of the hitherto obtained results against the background 
of which the problems studied in the present thesis suggest themselves. 
We take our start by discussing the notion of a-convergence given by 
Schaefer [80] as a generalization of convergence and almost convergence (in-
troduced by Lorentz [37] in 1948). 
1.2. cr-convergence and related problems 
Let cr be a mapping of the set iV of positive integers into itself. A 
continuous linear functional (/? on ^c* is said to be an invariant mean or a 
cr-mean if and only if : 
(i) ip{x) > 0 when the sequence x = (a;„) has x„ > 0, for all n. 
(ii) ip{e) = 1, and 
{in) ¥?(x<,(„)) = (p{x), for all x e o^o-
If mappings cr are such that cr"^{n) ^ n, for all positive integers m and 
n, where cr"^{n) denotes the mth iterate of the mappings cr at n, then every 
cr-mean extends the limit functional on c (see Raimi [68]: see also Mursaleen 
[55]). 
11 
For .r = (.r„), set 
Tx = {TXn) = (j'<T(n))-
It can be shown (see Schaefer [80]) that c", the set of bounded sequences x 
all of whose invariant means are equal, are characterized by : 
(1.2.1) c" := {x e (oo • lirn Cn(^) = ^ ' uniformly in n; 
L = cr-lim a-}, 
where 
(1.2.2) t^Jx) = ( x„ 4 - r j „ + --- + r ' "x„) / (m + l) 
1 m 
- TT A J ^(rHn) 
^ + 1J = 0 
denotes the cr-transform (or mean) of x. 
In case a is the translation mapping n -4 n + 1, that is , a{n) — n -f 1, 
the cr-mean is often called a Banach limit [10], and then c" reduces to c, the 
set of almost convergent sequences defined by (see Lorentz [37]) : 
(1.2.3) c := {x e o^o : hm tmn{^) = L', uniformly in n, 
L' = B-\\m x}, 
where 
1 m 
(1.2.4) imn{x) = (x„ + .T„+i+ • • •+ a;„+m)/(m +1) = —-— Yl ^n+j 
' " + ^ j = 0 
is the almost transform (or mean) of x. 
It is also known that Banach limit extends the limit functional on c. 
We observe that, by definition (see Hardy [26]), c and c"^ are summa-
bility methods and tmn{^) and t^^{x) are their transforms (or means) re-
spectively. 
12 
Generalizing the notions of almost conservative, almost regular (see 
King [29]) and almost coercive (see Eizen and Laush [22]) matrices, Schae-
fer [80] gave the notions oi a-conservative. a-regular a.nd cr-coercive matrices 
and obtained necessary and sufficient conditions which characterize them. 
Theorem 1.2.1. (see [80], Theorem 1). 
A 6 (c,c"). i.e. A is cr-conservative, if and only if 
{i) !1A|| = sup„Efclanit |<+oc. 
(ii) a^k) — {O'nk}'^- 1 G c" for each fc, and 
(ni) a = {Efcanfc}r= i ^ c''. 
In this case, the cr-limit of Ax is 
(lim x)[u - 5Z "fc] + S ^^ '^'• 
k k 
for every x € c, where 
Uk = cr-lim a(fc), 
and 
u = <T-lim a. 
Theorem 1.2.2. (see [80], Theorem 2). 
A € {c,c'')reg-, i-c A is cT-rcgular, if and only if conditions (i), (ii) with 
Ufe = 0, for each k and (iii) with u = 1. 
Theorem 1.2.3. (see [80], Theorem 3). 
A e (^ooiC"), i-e. /I is a-coercive, if and only if 
(i) | |A ( |<oo , 
[ii] a(k) € c'^ i for each fc, and 
(ni) lini„ Y.k I E7'= o[«ffJ(n),fc - Uk] \ /{m + 1) = 0, uniformly in n. 
In this case, the <7-limit of Ax is 
13 
fc 
for every a: € o^o-
To these Mursaleen [52] added one more result. 
Theorem 1.2.4. (see [52], Theorem 1). 
(a) A€(BV,c ' ' ) i fandonly i f 
{i) snp^\j:T= rt{ri,k,m) \< oo, {r,n = 1,2,3,...), 
where 
m 
t{n,k,m) = 5^ a(crJ(r?),/c)/(m + l) , 
i = 0 
and 
a{n,k) = a„jt, 
(ii) a^k) - {«nit}r= 1 ^ ^^ for ^^^^ ^1 ^^^ 
(iii) a = {Ejt«r>Jt}r= i^c"-
In this case, the cr-limit of Ax is 
(lim x)[u - 53 "fc] + 5Z "fc^ fc 
fc k 
for every a; G BV, where Uk = cr-lim a(fc) and u = a-lim a. 
(b) A 6 (fiV,c'^ )refl if and only if conditions (i), (ii) with u^ = 0 for 
each k, and (iii) with u = 1 hold. 
Ahmad and Mursaleen [6] also determined the classes of matrices 
(c(p),c'^),(c(p),c'')re5 and (^oo(p),c^) generalizing the above-mentioned re-
sults of Schaefer [80]. Mursaleen ([52], [53]) characterized the matrices 
of the classes (£(p), c"), (Mo(p), c") and (W^(p), c") which extend the classes 
(^(p),c), (Vr(p),c) and {Wp,c) due to Lascarides and Maddox [34] and Mad-
dox [42] and contain the result due to Nanda [60] as special cases. Recently 
Ahmad, Mursaleen and Khan [8] proved that c" is a Banach space normed 
by 
II X \\a = sup I CJX) I 
14 
and determined the matrices of the class {C,c'^). 
Extending the definitions of c" and CQ to c''{p) and CQ(P), Mursaleen [51] 
studied some of the topological properties of these spaces and determined 
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the matrix class (co(p),Co(p)) 
which generalized a result of Nanda [61]. 
We are not concerned herewith the above work of Mursaleen and others 
in this line. 
We are concerned herewith the spaces of sequences of cr-bounded vari-
ation (see [20]; see also [52]), cr-boundedness (see [9], [75]; see also [76]) and 
that related to a-bounded variation (see [20]) and their generalizations and 
developments. 
From (1.2.2), we have 
1 "" 
Cn = C„(-^) = - — 7 S ^-M")' " = 0'1'2, 
" ^ ' T ' ^ fc = 0 
with ^on ~ ^ni ^^i,„ = x„_i. We write, for m.n > 0, 
Then, a straightforward calculation shows that, for m > 1, 
1 "* 
If. for any given infinite series Y^ Zk, denoted by z we write 
then, it is easy to see that 
^0,n ~ *0,n •" - l ,n = ^n ~ ^n-i = Z„, 
and we also write for m > 1, 
-1 771 L — V -
C„ = Cn(-) = ;;^(;;^^E^ E 
15 
The series J^ .^ z^ is said to be absolutely cr-convergent, or the sequence 
J- is said to be of <T-bounded variation if Ylm = o I 4>mn I converges uniformly 
in 71 and therefore the space of sequences of (T-bounded variation denoted 
by C^. is defined by : 
oo 
C :^ {z e c" : Yi 1 C „ l< oo, uniformly in n}, 
m = 0 
(see Mursaleen [55] who used the notation BV„ for this). Mursaleen [55] 
proved that C C d' and C is a Banach space normed by : 
oo 
II ^  \U = sup 5 ] I Cn(^) I-
" m = 0 
and also characterized the matrices of the classes (BV, £"), while Ahmad 
and Jalal ([5]; see also Jalal [28]) determined the classes {c{p), C'^\ {c{p), C )reg 
and {Mo{p),C'') and obtained as corollaries the classes {co.,C''),{co(p).C'') 
and U.C''). 
Ahmad and Saraswat ([9]; see also Saraswat [75]) defined the spaces of 
sequences of cr-boundedness by 
r ^ := {zee'': sup | C n l< oo}-
Tn,Ti 
They [9] determined necessary and sufficient conditions for the classes of 
matrices {i^{p)Xl^) and (^(p),£^). 
Das and Sahoo [20] gave a concept related to C (corresponding to that 
of Das. Kuttner and Xanda [19] concerning almost convergence), defined by : 
t:={zeC'':snp ^^ | C n l< oc}. 
m = 0 
They [20] proved that C^ C C" and that C is a Banach space normed by 
sup„ Xlm 1 ^mn I ^ ^'^ ^^ IS a closed subspace of t" with induced topolog}-. 
Remarks 
When a{n) — n + 1. the above-mentioned spaces reduce to i, L-^ and 
t. respectively (see Das. Kuttner and Nanda [19]). These notations adopted 
by them (see [19]) are not appropriate as, actually, they use ( in place of (.\ 
(the space of absolutely convergent series) with the suffix 1 dropped con-
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fusing with the sequence space (: defined in § 0.7. Nanda and Nayak [63] 
who defined the space of sequences of almost bounded variation, used the 
notation BV for i. 
The spaces £ ^ . C and Cf have been extended to the spaces defined 
by : 
CLip) := {-- € c" : sup 1 < ;^„ Y-< oo}, (see [9]); 
m.n 
oo 
C{p) := {2 € c" : Y. i °m,„ r '"< oo, uniformly inn}, (see [8]), 
m = 0 
and 
oo 
t {p) := {z e dp) : sn^^ Y. | o^„ T < cx)}, (see [8]). 
" m = 0 
Saraswat ([75]; see also [76]) proved that : if infp^ > 0, then JC^(P) is 
a complete linear topological space over the complex field paranormed by : 
h{z) = sup 1 ol^iz) r - / ^ , 
m,n 
where M = max(l.suppm)- If further p^ = A, for all m^C^lp) is a 
Banach space normed by 
1U~II = s u p | C , „ ( z ) | . 
For 0 < pm < (jm,C'^{<i) is a closed subspace of £^(p) and that £^(p) is a 
1-convex space. 
Ahmad and Saraswat ([9]; see also [76]) determined the class of matri-
ces (co(p),r:,(p)). 
Ahmad, Mursaleen and Khan [8] proved that : (i) ^{p) C C'^ip)-, (ii) 
C{p) is a complete linear space paranormed by G{z) = sup„ (J^^ = o 
I ^ mni^) I''"') , where M = max(l,suppm) and JO^ip) is also a com-
plete linear paranormed space paranormed by G{z), provided inf p^ > 0; 
(iii) If pm < Qm, for all m, then £^(p) C £^(q) and &{p) C C^iq). 
In Chapter III of the present thesis we define some new sequence spaces 
related to c" and study some problems which generalize results proved by 
Savas [78], while in Chapter IV, we further study the spaces C'^{p),C{p) 
and &{p). 
1.3. B (or F£!)-convergence 
Let B = (B,) be a sequence of infinite matrices with Bi — [bnkii))-
Then ar € o^o is said to be B (or FB)-convergent / summable (Fg was 
introduced by Stieglitz [83]) if 
(1.3.1) ttXx) = {BixK. = J2^nk{i)xk 
k 
converges, as n —^ oo, uniformly in i = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . . 
Let Q denote the linear space of all double sequences y = («/,>.)• 
Linear subspaces of fi are : 
F := {y € n : limt/in = Limy exists, uniformly in i}, 
n 
Mr :— {y £ Q : sup | t/,„ |< oo} (depends on r) 
0<t<oc> . r<n<,x, 
and 
M = [J Mr with F CM. 
A linear subspace of w is defined as : 
de :— {x e w : Bx = ((i?,a:)„) exists). 
Then, the space of B(orF6)-con\ergent sequences is defined as : 
(1.3.2) c^ •.= {xe\dBneoo):BxeF} 
:= {x G ids D £oo) : lim tf^ (x) exists, uniformly in ?'}, 
In the special cases in which B = Bo = I, the unit matrix, B = B = 
{bnk{i)) and B = B" = {b^f^(i)).c^ reduces to c,c and c" respectively, 
where 
(1..3.3) b„,{i) = { 
' in + l)-^ . ? < A ; < n + z,(i,n = 0,1,2,. . .) 
0 . otherwise; 
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and 
(1.3.4) b:,{i) = { 
0 , otherwise; 
where cr is the mapping defined in § 1.2. 
We observe that : 
EA-^ nJt(0-rfc 
^ f r = < T " ( I ) _ I 
= nl-'^crHi) + •r<T2(.) H h a^ <T"(i)], 
( since (T"(i) + 1 = (7"+H0) 
Stieglitz defined B (or FB)-convergence as a generalization of almost 
convergence, but now, by the above observation, it turns out to be a gener-
alization of a-convergence also. 
Further, if 6„jt(i) = OnA-- for all *, then c^-convergence is nothing but 
A-summability; if 6„fc(?) = a .^^ --,, c^ reduces to A (or F^-summability) 
defined by Lorentz [37]. 
Stieglitz discussed this in details and besides giving the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of the transforms B{Ax) and Bx, he 
determined many results on mappings, eg., (c, B), (c, B)reg, {ioo,B), (£c», BQ), 
{c,B),{c,B)reg and many other results. Riazuddin ([70], [71]; see also [73]) 
generalized almost all of these results. 
Ricizuddin [72] defined the spaces of B-bounded variation and 5-bound-
edness, i.e. BV^ and BV^ and their extended versions, i.e. BV^{p) and 
^^^(p)- He denoted these spaces by C,Coc,C{p) and C^{p) respectively. 
For the discussion of the problems in this line, we will adhere to the latter 
notations with superscript B. that is, £^ ,£^ ,£^ (p ) and C^{p) respectively. 
We define these spaces as follows. 
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Write 
(1.3.5) x„ = zo + zi + --- + z„. 
Then, we write 
When 71 > 0, a straightforward calculation shows that 
(1.3.6) M^) = T. i T. ibnvii) - K-Ui))] ^k-
We define 
(1.3.7) £^ := {2 € c^ : X] 1 ^''n(~) l< ^ - uniformly in ?}. 
n 
(1.3.8) £ ^ := {z e c^ : sup | il^,„{z) \< oo}, (see [56], [72]), 
«,n 
and for bounded p = (p„), we have , (see [72]) 
(1.3.9) £^(p) := {2 e c^ : X! t «/'.«(-) 1"^ < 00, uniformly in i} 
n 
(1.3.10) . Clip) :={zec^:snp\ViU^)r< 00}. 
If p„ = p, for all n, we write C^ip) — Cp and if p„ = 1, 
then C^{p) = £^. If p is a constant, then Codp) — Coo-
It may be observed that >C^  is the limiting case of CJ^{p -^ 00) 
just as £00 is the limiting case of ip and that is why we define £ ^ by (1.3.8). 
Remark : We obtain the concepts of BV'^, B\',BV^{p) and i{p) = 
BV{p) and also BV and BV^ as special cases. 
Riazuddin ([72]; see also [73]) proved that £^(p) (when infp„ > 0 ) 
and £^(p) (when p is bounded ), are complete linear topological spaces over 
the complex field paranormed by h defined by : 
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n 
for all z e C^{p) in the first case and for all z € C^(p) in the second case. 
In general h is not a norm. But, if p„ = A, for all n;/i is a norm and 
then C^{p) is a Banach space. In particular £ ^ is a Banach space normed 
by : 
\lz\\ = s u p ) V . „ ( ^ ) | . 
£p is a Banach space normed by : 
II--II = E i w ^ ) r -
n 
It can be easily verified that £^ C £ ^ , and £^(p) C C^(p). If 0 < 
Pn ^ 9n, then C^{q) is a closed subspace of C^{p), C^{p) is 1-convex. If 
inf j9„ > 0, then C^{p) is locally bounded and is 1-convex. If inf p:., < 1, 
then JC^(P) is not 1-convex. He (Ria^uddin) also proved the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the classes of matrices : (^ooi'C^),(/^i.£p ).(1 < 
p < ocUe^,C^;PUe„Cl)A^oo{p),ClUe^,Cl,ipmnipn > 0).((.,£p«) 
(1 < p < oo),(C(p),Z:e)(l < p < oo),(^(p),£«), and (co{p),C(p)). Mur-
saleen [56] characterized the class {BV,C^). 
We extend the definitions of £^(p) and C^{p) to £^(p, 5) and £^(p. 5), 
and discuss them in details in two separate Chapters, IV and V and obtain 
results which generalize the known results related to convergence, almost 
convergence and cr-convergence and yield the above results as special cases. 
1.4. Spaces of difference sequences 
Kizmaz [30] introduced and studied the sequence spaces : E{A) := 
{x E w : Ax € E}, where E e {cta,c, ^00}; Gnanaseelan and Sri\'as-
tava [25] generalized them to E(u;A) := {x E w : uAx e E} with 
some restrictions on «, and Ahmad and Mursaleen [7] extended E(A) to 
E{p;A) := {x e w : Ax e E{p)}. Recently E{u;A){uk # 0) has been 
extended to E{p; u. A) := {x e w : uAx € E{p)} by Malkowsky, Mursaleen 
and Qamaruddin {[48]; see also Mursaleen, Gaur and Saifi [58] and Gaur 
and Mursaleen [24]); also we refer the work of Sarigol [77], Choudhar\- and 
Mishra [16] and Malkowsky [46]. 
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Recently, Mikail [49] has defined the sets ^(A^) := {x e w: A^a; G E}. 
He obtained the a-duals of these sets and characterized the matrix class 
(E, F(A^)), where £ , F G {co,cJoo}- More recently, Mursaleen [57] has 
generalized these sets and defined E{u; A^) := {x £ w : uA'^x G F } , where 
u = (uk) is another sequence such that Ufc / 0(A: = 1,2,...). He obtained 
Q- and /?-duals of these sets and further characterized the matrix classes 
(JB(W; A^),F) and (F, F(u: A**)). In Chapter II, we further generalize and 
extend these sets to F(p:u,A^) := {x £ w : uA^x G F(p)}, determine 
the a- and /5-duals and characterize some matrix classes generalizing the 
above-mentioned classes. 
In Chapter VII, we study some difference sequence spaces generated 
by sequence of infinite matrices B{orFB) described in § 1.3. The theorems 
studied therein generalize the work of Savas [79] and yield results which 
correspond to A- and A^-summability methods. 
1.5. Sequence spaces deRned by Orlicz functions 
Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [36] defined Orlicz sequence spaces : 
£M •= {x E w: ^ M l j < oo, for some p > 0}. 
Parashar and Choudhary [64] extended this to 
^M(P) := {xew: ^ 
k = 1 
M mr < GO, for some p > 0} 
and also defined the following three spaces associated with strongly Cesaro-
summable sequences : 
W{M,p):={xew:~ y M 
( ^ ) 
Pk 
0, as n -> oo, 
WoiM,p):={xew:- f^ 
" fc = 1 
for some p>0 and / G C }; 
Pk 
M 
Xk 
—>^ 0, as n -> oo. 
for some />>0} 
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and 
Woo{M,p) := {x e w : sup - Y^ 
n n 1 L 
M Xk 
Pk 
< oo, for some p > 0}. 
In Chapter VIII, we extend the spaces £M{P) to £M{P,U),U being an 
arbitrary sequence such that ujt / 0 and generalize the above-mentioned 
spaces yielding some new spaces as special cases. Theorems proved therein 
generalize the work of Paxashar and Choudhary [64]. 
1.6. Summability of trigonometric sequences 
Let f{x) be a periodic function, with period 27r and integrable (L), that 
is, integrable in the sense of Lebesgue, over (—TT, TT). Let the Fourier series 
of f{x) be given by : 
1 °° 
0*^0+ y^ (ak cos kx + bk sin kx). 
fe t= 1 
Then, the series conjugate to it is : 
y^ {bk cos kx — ajtsinfcx), 
k = 1 
and the derived series is 
y^ fc(6ifcCosfcx — ajbsin/ex). 
k = 1 
We write 
{ f{x + t)-f{x-t), 0 < < < 7 r , 
0x(f) = V'(/,*) = { 
_ / (x + O ) - / ( x - 0 ) , t = 0; 
/»x(t) = ^ x ( 0 / 4 s i n | . 
Rao [69] applied almost regular matrix method to find the necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the summability of derived Fourier series when-
ever hj.{t) e By[0, TT] for every x E [—7r,7r]. Mursaleen [51] generalized the 
above result by applying cr-regular matrix method. He also proved a similar 
result for conjugate series whenever f{x) G BV[0^2ir], for each x € [0,27r]. 
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In Chapter IX, we generalize all these results by considering S-regular 
matrix method. 
1.6. Some impor tan t theorems 
We shall see that the Banach-Steinhaus theorem and related results 
are especially suited to deal with many problems in the theory of matrix 
transformations and summability. The final theorem of this chapter is usu-
ally referred to as the uniform boundedness principle, as we shall see it hcis 
important consequences. 
Theorem 1.6.1. Banach-Steinhaus theorem (see [42]). 
If (An) is a sequence of bounded linear operators each defined on a 
Banach space A' into a normed space Y and 
limsup II An{x) ||< oo on X, 
n 
then sup„ || A„ ||< oo, that is, the sequence (|| A„ ||) of norms is bounded. 
The following result is somewhat more general than Banach-Steinhaus 
theorem. 
Theorem 1.6.2. Let X be a second category p-normed space. Suppose 
F is a family {q} of lower semicontinuous seminorms q such that 
q{x) < M{x) < oo, 
for each x ^ X and all q 6 F. Then, there exists a constant M, independent 
of X and q such that 
q{x) <M\\x ll^ /P, 
for all X € X and all q e F. 
Theorem 1.6.3. Let X be as in Theorem 1.6.2 and suppose (g„) is a 
sequence of continuous seminorms such that there exists on X 
lim q„(x) = q{x), say. 
Then g is a continuous seminorm on X. 
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Theorem 1.6.4. Uniform boundedness principle (see [42]). 
Let P be a collection of real lower semicontinuous functions p defined 
on the second category metric space A' and suppose 
p{x) < M{x) < oo, each x e A', all p ^ P. 
Then there exists a sphere 5 in X and a constant M such that 
p{x) < Af, each x E S, all p G P. 
Chapter II 
ON SOME GENERALIZED SPACES OF 
DIFFERENCE SEQUENCES 
2.1. Definitions and notations 
We give here some more definitions and notations in addition to those 
given in the preceding chapters. 
Let z be any sequence and let Y be any subset of w. Then we shall 
write 
z~^ -Y := {x ^VJ: zx = [z^^x^) G V'}. 
For any subset X of u-. we give here an alternative definitions of X", X^ 
: the a-, /?-duals of X, by : 
X" = f l ( . r - ^ - ( i ) andX^ = fj (-r"'' c^)-
xf.X x^X 
We define the linear operators A, A^, A ~ \ A~^ ; u; —>• «; by : 
A x = (AxA.)r= l={^k- Xk+l)^^ 1, 
A'x = {A'x,)r= , = (Ax, - Axk+,)T= 1, 
A-^x=:(A-^x,)r=i = ( i : ^ X = i , 
j = 1 
and 
A-^x = ( A - l r , ) r = 1 = ( E E x , ) r = i -
i = 11 = 1 
We shall write, for any subset E of u», 
E{A) :={xew:Axe E}; E{A-') := {x € u- : A'^x G E}; 
and 
E{A^} := {x € u; : A i r G E}; E(A~^) := {x G u- : A'^x G £ } . 
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For any sequence p = {p„) of strictly positive real numbers and any 
subset £ of to we write 
£ ( p ; A ) : = { x € w : A x e E{p)}; 
E{p;A''):={xew:A''xeE{p)}. 
Let U be the set of ?11 sequences u such that Uk ^  0 {k = 1,2,...). 
Given u ^ C/, we define the sets 
E{u;A) = {u-'-E)iA) := {x € «;: K A x ^ r ^ i € £ } ; 
£(u;A2) = {u - i -£ ) (A ' ) •.= {xew:{ukA^Xk)^^,eE]; 
E(p;u,A) = (U-'• E{p))(A) :={x.ew:{ukAxk)r=i^E{p)y, 
and 
E(p;u.A') = in-'• E{p)){A') := {x G «;: (ufcA^Xfc)^^ i € E(p)}. 
We consider the subsets E, F to be any one of the spaces : i^o, c, or CQ. 
Then, for « = e, we have 
E(u;A) = E(Ay, £;(u;A^) = E{A'^), for E = C or CQ; 
E{p:u,A) = E(p;Ay, E{p-u,A^) = E{p;A% for F = ioo or co; 
and for £ = c, c(u;A) = c(A), c{u;A'^) = c(A2), c(p;u,A) = c(p;A) 
and c(7?: u, A^) = cip: A^), provided c(/); u) is defined as : 
c{p; u) := {x € t« : | u„x„ — /e I''" -> 0, as n —^  oo, for some / G (F}. 
Let us define the operator S : F(p;u,A^) -> E{p;u,A^) by x -4 
Sx = (0,0.X3,X4,...). It is clear that S is bounded linear operator on 
Eip; u, A^) with II 5 II = 1. Further 
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SE{p-u,A') := {x = {x,):xeE{p:u,A^),Xy = x^ = 0} 
:= E{p\u,A^)n{x = {xk):xi = X2 = 0}. 
Throughout we write 
ArX = {k'-AXk)T= I . 
Remark 1. [SE{p;u,A^)]^ = [E{p;u,A'')]^ for f = QJ. 
2.2, Introduction 
The difference sequence spaces E{A) were introduced by Kizmaz [3 
who showed that E C £ (A) , since there exist a sequence Xk = k 
{k = 1,2,...) for which Axk = 1, so that, although x is not conver-
gent but it is A-con\'ergent. He also studied their topological properties, 
a-, ,3- and 7-duals of these spaces and determined some matrix classes. 
In 1987, Ahmad and Mursaleen [7] extended these spaces to E{p\A) 
and studied related problems. In the same year, Sarigol [77] generalized 
E{A) in another direction, for E = i^o '• 
(2.2.1) £:(A,) —{xew.ArX^E, for r < 1), 
which is the same as £(«; A), for Uk = k'',r < 1. While, in 1996, Mur-
saleen, Gaur and Saifi ([58]; see also [24]) defined and studied, for E = o^c : 
(2.2.2) E{p\ A.) :={xew: A^x € E{p), for r > 0}. 
Thus (2.2.2) is more genertil than (2.2.1) if p„ = 1, for all n, as it is true 
for r > 0 rather than r < 1. 
Choudhary and Mishra [16] in 1993 (earlier than 1996) gave the follow-
ing definition for E = CQ : 
(2.2.3) E{Ar):={xew:ArXeE,r>l} 
:— {x E w : k'' \ Axk |—)• 0, as k ^ cx)}, 
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so that E{Ar) C E{A) = co(A) and they observed that E{Ar) = c<,(Ar) 
is a linear space and a BK space normed by 
II ^ -11 = Ixi |+sup{fc'-I Axfcl}. 
k 
In 1996, generalizing the definitions of Kizmaz and Sarigol. Gnanaisee-
lan and Srivastava [25] defined the spaces E(u;A) for a restricted u. that 
is, u = (uk) is a sequence of non-zero complex numbers such that 
(i) J ^ = l + 0(l/fc), for each A;; 
(n) fc-M«fc|Ef=,|w.|-' = 0(1); and 
(iii) {k I u^^ I) is a sequence of positive numbers increasing monotoni-
cally to infinity. 
The above-said spaces are linear and that 
(a) E(u; A) C £(A) , if | Uk |> 1 and (| Uk |) increases to oc: 
(b) £;(A) C E{u; A), if 0 < | u^ |< 1 and (| Uk |) decreases to 0. 
These are Banach spaces with the norm : 
II a; liuA = I WiXi I-hsup I UjtAxjt I • 
k 
In the same year (1996), Malkowsky [47] defined the space E(u;A) 
for an arbitrary, fixed sequence u E U, putting no other restrictions on 
u as in the ccise of Gnanaseelan and Srivastava [25]. As special cases he 
obtained the spaces defined by Choudhary and Mishra, and Kizmaz for 
u = (fc*^)^- 1 (r > 1), and « = e, respectively. He pointed out that, 
for determining the a- and /3-duals, it seems that the converse parts of the 
proofs (cf. [16], pp. 144 and 145) do not hold, since for x defined by : 
1 *-^ 1 
f^c = 1^ H ^ (^ = 1,2,...) for A^  > i fixed, 
obviously x ^ E{Ar). He also observed and proved that E{u; A) are BK 
spaces with respect to the norm || • || defined by : 
II X II = s u p I Uk-l{Xk-l - Xk) I, Wo = 1, Xo = 0. 
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In the same year (1996), extending the definition of Choudhary and 
Mishra, Gaur and Mursaleen [24] defined the spaces E(p;Ar) = E 
{P'A^'^)T= 11^) i'' ^ li for ^ = <^ ? ^^^ determined its a- and /3-duals 
and some matrix classes. 
Recently, Malkowsky, Mursaleen and Qamaruddin [48], extended E(w; A) 
to E{p; u, A), generalizing the above-mentioned spaces and also getting the 
spaces co(p;«),c(p;u) and £^{p;'u) as special cases. 
In 1993, Mikail [49] defined the spaces E( A^). Recently, Mursaleen [57] 
defined the difference sequence spaces E{u; A^), which exhibit some prop-
erties that the previously studied one do not. He also proved the following 
results. 
Mursaleen [57] has determined the Q- and /?-duals in : 
Theorem 2.2.1. Let UEU. Then \SE{u; A'^)]'' = M^, 
where 
oo k-l j-l 1 
fc = 1 j = li = i\'^> \ 
Theorem 2.2.2. Let u € C/. We write 
Mff := {a e (A-2(l / [ u j))"^ • cs : R e u • h] 
oo k-l j-l 1 
:= {aEw: X^ Ofc J ^ S 1 T converges 
k = I j = 1 1 ' = 1 I "'• I 
and E r = 1 g f < o°}-
where, for all a E cs 
oo oo 
Tfc = H Oiv and Rk = ^ 7m-
Then 
(a) [SE{u: A^)]^ = M j^, for E = t^ ox c. 
(b) If 1/u € ^1, then [5co(u; A^)]^ = M3. 
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(c) If 1/u G CooVi, then [5c()(u; A^)]^ ^ M^. 
He has also proved the following mapping theorems : 
Theorem 2.2.3. A e [E, F{u; A^)) if and only if 
(*) Hk I <^nfc K °°5 for each n; 
(») Ce(E,Fl 
where 
<^  = (c„jt) = ((Aa„fe - Aa„+i,fc)ufc). 
Theorem 2.2.4. A e (F(u; A^), E) if and only if 
(0 (Qni) and(a„2)GF(u;A2); 
(in) fiu-i e (F,£;), 
where 
( oo \ oo 
Y^ 7„m I and 7„TO = J I «"«• 
m = i+l / i = m+1 
Theorem 2.2.5. A € {F(u; A2),E(u; A^)), where F = c or £«> and 
F = Co- c. or /-co if and only if 
it) E . « . ; - E ) - i 1 E r i 11 ".• \-'< oo, 
(ii) Ejt I Rnk/uk \< oo, 
(m) /?«-! e{F,E), 
{iv) (c„i) and(c„2)G F(it;A2), 
u'here 
R = (/t'„it),C = (c„fc) with 
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Rnk = Yl Yl <^"« andcnfc = {A'^ank)uk = (Ao„t-Aa„+i,fc)ufc. 
m = fc+1 I = m + 1 
He [57] proved the following as a corollary : 
Theorem 2.2.6. A G {c{u; A^),c(u; A^)) if and only if 
{ii) Efc I Rnk/uk \< oo; 
{Hi) Ru-^ e {c,c), 
(iv) (cni) and (c„2) G c(«; A^). 
In the present chapter we extend the spaces £(u; A^) to E{p;u,A^) 
and propose to determine its a- and /?-duals and to study some matrix 
maps. Our results generalize the above-mentioned theorems and yield them 
as special case for pn = a constant sequence. 
2.3. Kothe-Toepiitz duals 
In this section we determine a- and /?-duals of E{p; u, A^) for E G 
{Co,C, too}. 
Theorem 2.3.1. Let u e U. Then [SEip;u,A^)]'^ = M„(p), where 
for a constant M > 1, 
MM ••= {A-\M-^I^I I u 1))-^  • £i 
oo fc-1 j - 1 
:= {« G «;: X ; I a. I 5 : j ; M"^/^'/ | u, |< oo}. 
fc = 1 j = 11 = 1 
Proof. Let a G Ma(p) and x G SE{p;u,A^). Then {ujtA^Xfc) G £(p), 
and for some constant M > 1, 
I tifcA x^jfc |P'=< M - \ 
Therefore, 
for each fc, and 
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it-i j - i 
Xk = X/ 51 A^;r, (since xi = X2 = 0). 
j = li = I 
Hence 
< E r = 11 «t I E j - i 1 E f J 1 M-^/^v I «<• i< c». 
It follows that a G [5£;(p;u, A^)]", and so A/a(p) C [SE{p;u,A^)]". 
Conversely, let a G [SE{p; u, A^)]". Then, for x G 5£;(p; u, A^), 
E r = 1 I «fe3-fe |< 00. Let a ^ Mc,{p). Then 
00 fc-l j-l \j-^IPk 
= 00. 
Since 
0 0 
so 
Jc 
Hence a G Ma(p), and [5£;(p;u, A^)]" C MQ(P). By Remark 1, 
[E{p-u,A^)Y = M„(p). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 2.3.2. Let u G t/. We write, 
Mpip) := {a G {A-\B^'^I I w |))-i cs.R^ B'^'^u • A} 
00 it—1 j - i 
:= {a G It' : ^ a*; 5Z E B^^^' j \ Ui \ converges 
k = \ j = l i = 1 
and E r = 1 I fifc I ^ < cx)}, 
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for real B > 0, where, for all a G C5, 
oo -x. 
Ik - Yl ^'' ^^'^ ^k - X^ 7m-
V = k+l m = k+l 
Then 
(a) [SE{p;u,A'')f = Mp(p), for E = i^ or c. 
(b) If 1/u € Ci, then [5£;(p;«, A^)]'' = M^(p), for E = CQ. 
(c) If 1/w e ^00Vi, then I5£;(p; u. A^)]^ ^^  A/j(p), for E = CQ. 
Proof, (a) Let a 6 Mp{p) and j 6 SE{p:tt.A'^). Then (ufcA^Xfc) G 
£(p) and we can choose an integer B > 1, such that | UkA^Xk |^*< fi~^ 
Now, we have, by Abel's transformation 
m m—2 171 — 2 m—V 
(2.3.1) j ; QkXk = Y, Ri^''^i-Rm-i Yl A'a:. + 7m E ^^.-
fc = 1 t = 1 t = 1 » = 1 
Since 
oo oo B-*/p> 
Y2 I «.• II A'x,-1< Y, \Ri\ 1 — r < °°- '^ ^^ ^^  "^ ^ ^^^p))' i = 1 . = 1 I " ' I 
it follows that the first term on the right of (2.3.1) is absolutely conver-
gent. Now, by Corollary 2 of Kizmaz [30], the convergence of Yl'k'= i ^ k 
iJ2'j~2 112i~= 1 1 ^ ) implies that the second and third terms on the right 
of (2.3.1) tend to zero, as m -> oo, and we have 
(2.3.2) "^akXk = YZRkA'xk. 
k k 
Hence J^ jt^ 'Jt^ fc is convergent for each x G SE{p: w, A^), and so a G [SE 
{p; u, A2)]^, which implies that Mpip) C [SE{p; u. A^)]^. 
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Conversely, let a G \SE{p: u, A^)]^. Then, for x 6 SE{p; u, A^), Ylk ^k^k 
is convergent. Now, since a- = (xk) = ( E J ' J i E { ^ \ ^ i j f )^ ^ ^ ^ 
SE{p;u,A^), it follows that 
(2.3.3) E«^ - E Efi^^^'/U.l 
k J = li = I 
is convergent. Further, by Corollary 2 of [30], we have the second and 
third terms on the right of (2.3.1) tend to zero. Therefore, also by (2.3.2), 
J2k Rk^^Xk is convergent for all x € SE{p; u, A^). We can write, for B > 1, 
j:RkA'xk = 5 : ^5 -^ / ' ' *u ,A^x ,B^ / ' ' ^ 
so that 
(2.3.4) ^\Rk\ B-'l^'l I Uk \< oc, 
k 
since UkA^Xk G E{p). Hence by (2.3.3) and (2.3.4), a G Mp{p), which im-
plies that [SE{p;u,A'^)]^ C A/j(p). Hence [SE{p;u,A^)]i^ = M^(p). 
Similarly, part {b) follows easily, provided 1/u 6 ^i. For (c), let us define 
the sequence 
i/« = (iM) = ((-i)^+vfc)r.,-
Then l /« G ^oo\^i and it is eeisily seen that a ^ M^(/)). 
Again, by Remark 1, \E(p: u,A'^)Y ^ Mp{p). 
2.4. Matrix transformations 
In this section we characterize the matrix classes (F, £(p;«, A^)) and 
iE{p; u, A2), F) , where F , F G {c, cojoo} as in § 2.1. 
Theorem 2.4.1. A G {E. F(/);l<, A^)) if and only if 
(0 Uk I "'nk \< oo, for each n; 
(n) 6 'G(F ,F(p) ) , 
where C = (c„fc) = ((Aa^t - Aa„_i,fc)wfc). 
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Proof. It is easy consequence of the results due to Lascarides and 
Maddox [34] on the matrix classes {E, F{p)). 
Theorem 2.4.2. A € {F{p; u, A^), E) if and only if 
(z) (a„i) and (a„2) € F(p;u,A2); 
(ii) E r = i « n * E j - i i E r J i ^ ' / ' ' ' l « « | - ' < o o , ( B > l ) , for each n; 
( "0 E r = i\Rnk\ B-^l^" I u |-^< oo, {B > 1), for each n; 
{iv) Ru-'eiF{p),E), 
where R = {R„k) = (Em = A-+I 7nm) and 7„„ = E r = m+i ««.• 
Proof. Necessity : Let A € ( f (p;", A^), E). Then, the series A„(x) = 
EA;anfc"rjt converges for each n and Ax = (A„(a;)) € £?, for each x € 
F{p; u, A2). Hence A,. = (anJt)r=: i € [F(p; u, A^)]'' for each n. Therefore, 
by Theorem 2.3.2, conditions (ii) and (iii) are followed. Condition (i) fol-
lows easily, since the sequence x = e belongs to F{p] u, A^). Now, using 
(2.3.1), we have 
m—2 m—2 m—1 
A n ( m , x ) = 5 1 Rnk^^Xk- Rn,m-l J ^ A^Xfc + 7 n m J ^ A x f c . 
Jt = 1 fc = 1 fe = 1 
Taking limit as m ^ oo, and using conditions (ii) and (iii) together with 
Corollary 2 of Kizmaz [30], we have 
(2.4.1) IimA„(m,x) = A„(x) = X i ^ ' t ^ ' ^ ' ^ = J ] —B-^/^^UfcA^x^B^/"*. 
fc fc « * 
Define the sequence y = (j/fc) by t/t = UfcA^xjtB^ '^'*. Then x 6 F(p;«, A^) 
if and only if y e F{p) and A„(x) = il„(y), where Ru~^ = (iti(y)), ^ ( y ) 
= Efc(«nfc/«fc)yfc. Hence, A G (F(p;«, A^), E) impUes Ru-' e (F(p), E), 
that is, condition (iv) follows. 
Sufficiency : Let x 6 i''(p;«, A^). Define x = (xjt) by 
^ f c = < X2, ^ = 2 
. •'^ fc? «: > 2; 
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where x' — {x'^ 6 SF{p;u,A'^). Again, by (2.3.1), we have 
Anix) = aniXi+an2X2 + T,kRnkA'^x',. 
= ar^ixi + a„2X2 + Efc ^B-'f'"'UkAhiB'^P>'. 
Therefore, by conditions (i)-(iv), Ax = {A„{x)) exists and 
Ax = Ru-^ •yeE.EenceAe{F{p;u,A^),E). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Combining Theorems 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, we get : 
Theorem 2.4.3. A € {E{p;u,A'^),F{p;u,A'^)) if and only if 
(0 E f c a n J t $ : ? - i i E r i i 5 ^ / ' " l « . | - ' < o o , ( F > l ) , for each n; 
(") Ek I ^ k/uk I B-^'P" <oo,{B> 1), for each n; 
(m) Ru-'^{E{p),F{p)); 
{iv) (c„i) and (c„2) 6 £(p;u,A^), 
where R = {Rnk)-,C = (c„it), with 
oo oo 
Rnk = H 53 ^i andcnA: = (A^a„fc)ufc = (Aa„it-Aa„_i,fc)ufc. 
m = fe+1 t = m+1 
The proof easily follows by Theorems 2.3.2, 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. 
We close this chapter with the following corollary : 
Corollary 2.4.1. A G (c(p;«, A^),c(p;«, A^)) if and only if 
(0 E f c a n ; t E ' ' i i E r i i B ' ^ ' " l « . | - ' < o o , ( 5 > l ) , for each n; 
("•) E;fc I Rnk/uk I S-^/P* < oo, (B > 1), for each n; 
{Hi) Ru-^ e {c{p),c{p)); 
(iv) (c„i) and (c„2) € c(p;w,A2), 
where R and C are defined as in Theorem 2.4.3. 
Chap te r III 
(7-CONVERGENCE AND RELATED 
MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS 
3.1. Definitions and notations 
Here we give some more definitions and notations in addition to those 
given in Chapters 0 and I. 
We recall the definition of <T-convergence given in § 1.2 of Chapter I. 
Let a be a mapping of the set N of positive integers into itself. A 
continuous linear functional (f on i^o is said to be an in\'ariant mean or a 
(T-mean if and only if 
(?) (f (x) > 0 when the sequence x = (xn) has a;„ > 0, for all n, 
(it) if (e) = 1, and 
(Hi) (fi (a;<,(„)) = if (x), for all x G £^. 
If mappings a are such that cr"^{n) ^ n for all positive integers m and 
n, where a'^{n) denotes the mth iterate of the mappings a at n, then ev-
ery <T-mean extends the limit functional on c, (see Raimi [68] ; see also 
Mursaleen [55]). 
For X = (xn), set Tx = (Txn) = (3:^ (71))- It can be shown (see 
Schaefer [80]) that c", the set of sequences x £ i^o all of whose invariant 
means are equal are characterized by : 
(3.1.1) c" := {x e ioo'• lim C.n(^) = ^1 uniformly in n, L = cr-limx}, 
where 
(3.1.2) tl^Jx) = (a:„ + rx„ + --- + T'"x„)/(m + l) 
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1 "" 
W. + 1 .^^ 
denotes the <T-transform (or mean) of x, and ^Ij „ = 0. 
In case cr is the translation mapping n -^ n + 1, that is, cr{n) = n + l, 
the <T-mean is often called a Banach limit [10], and the d' reduces to c, the 
set of almost convergent sequences defined by (see Lorentz [37]) : 
(3.1.3) c := {x E ioo'• liTii imnix) = I ' , uniformly in n, L' = B-limx), 
where 
1 *" 
(3.1.4) tmn{x) = (x„ + X„+l + - - - + X „ + „ , ) / ( m + l ) = —- y ] 3-„+j 
"^ + 1 J = 0 
is the almost transform (or mean) of x, and i_i,„ = 0. It is also known 
that Banach limit extends the limit functional on c. 
We observe that, by definition (see Hardy [26]), c and d' are summa-
bility methods and tmn{x) and <^n(^) ^^^ ^^^i^ transforms (or means) re-
spectively. 
Let A — (a„jt) be an infinite matrix of real or complex numbers. We 
write 
Ax = (A„(x)) ifA„(x) = '^ankXk 
k 
converges for each n and say that x is summable A. 
If P and Q are two summability methods, then the iteration product 
of these two methods, denoted by P.Q, is defined as the method which 
associates with any given sequence the F-transforms of its (^-transform, 
eg., c • A and c" • A are defined by the transforms 
Y,imn{Ax) a n d 5 ] C „ ( A ^ ) 
m m 
respectively. We write C = c- A and C = c" • A . 
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We define the spaces : 
(3.1.5) r ( p ) := {x € £00 : E I Cn(^) r < «), uniformly in n} 
m 
and 
(3.1.6) r ( p ) := {x G £00 : s u p ^ : I C,n !'""< «>}• 
" m 
Ifp^ = p, for all m, we write p^ and p^ for £'^ (p) and £''(p) respectively. 
We also define the spaces associated with the summability methods C 
as : 
(3.1.7) £ ( C % p ) : = { i e ^ o o : E l C n ( ^ 3 ; ) | ' " " < c x ) } , uniformly in n}, 
and 
(3.1.8) l{C%p) := {x e C : S U P E 1 CJAx) r < 00}, 
where 
(3.1.9) Cn(^a ; ) = (Ax + T(Ax) + --- + r '"(Ax))/(m + l) 
= ^7:jT^A: = o ^ (^3;)„ 
= {:^12k [a{n,k) + a{(Tin),k) + ---
= Efc a(n,A;,m) x^ 
where 
m 
(3.1.10) Q(n,A:,m) = J ] a(<T^(n),fc)/(m + 1) 
j = 0 
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and a{n, k) denotes the element a„fc of the matrix A. 
These spaces are generalizations of those defined by Savas [78] for c. 
The spaces : 
liA,p) := {x e ^ ,^ : 5 : I Am{x) r < oo}, 
m 
and 
i{A,pU := {x G ^ oo : sup | A^i^) |'""< oo} 
m 
are known (see Savas [78] and Nanda [62]). 
If pm = P, for all m, then we write tp{A) and ip{A)oo for ({A,p) and 
^(A,p)oo respectively. If p = 1, we omit the suffix p and write £{A) for 
i{A,p). Similarly, if Pm = p, for all m. we write ^p(C'') and £p{C'^) for 
£(C"',p) and ^(C'',p) respectively. 
3.2. In t roduct ion 
Savas [78] proved the foUov/ing results : 
Theorem 3.2.1. e{C,p) C i(C,p). 
Theorem 3.2.2. lp{C) C i(AU. 
Theorem 3.2.3. i{C,p) is a hnear topological space paranormed by : 
(3.2.1) g{x) = s u p f j ; i 5 ^ / ? ( n . f c , m ) x , r ) 
where M = max(l,supp„,) and ,5(n,A;,m) = E r = oOn+«,fc/("^  + !)• 
£(C,p) is paranormed by (3.2.1) if inf pm > 0. 
Theorem 3.2.4. Let {i<Pm< qm- Then i{C,p) C i{C,q). 
Theorem 3.2.5. Let Kk > 0. If 
sup5^ I a„^k I {hnk)^'" < oo 
l/Af 
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and 
sup 5^ I 0{n,k,m) | (6„jt)~'''' < oo, 
where p-^ + q-^ = 1. then A G {ipJp{C)). 
Theorem 3.2.6. Let 1 < p < oo. Then A G {ioo Jp{C)) if and only if 
X/ I XI i '^("' ^ ^ "^) I 1 < oo, uniformly in n. 
Our aim in this chapter is to prove corresponding theorems concerning 
C{C'',p)J{C'',p),ip{C'') and IpiC), which yield as special cases the results 
of Savas. 
3.3. Main results 
We prove the following theorems : 
Theorem 3.3.1. (.{C^p) C i{C%p). 
Theorem 3.3.2. CpiC) C ^(A)oo. 
Theorem 3.3.3. ^C"',p) is a hnear topological space paranormed by : 
/ \i/M 
(3.3.1) h{x) = snp(Z\E^in,k,m)x,\'-] , 
where M = max(l,supp,„). 1(0",p) is paranormed by (3.3.1) if infp^ > 0. 
Theorem 3.3.4. Let 0 < Pm < Qm- Then £{0",?) C ^iC^^q). 
Theorem 3.3.5. Let Kk > 0. If 
(3.3.2) s u p ^ | a „ , |(6„fc)i/p<oo 
" it 
and 
(3.3.3) sup X; I a(n, k, m) | (6„,)-^/' < oo, 
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where p-^ + q'^ = 1, then .4 € {^p,4(C"')). 
Theorem 3.3.6. Let 1 < p < oo. Then A € {£oo JpiC")) if and only if 
(3.3.4) X< ( $1 I 0(in,k.m) | j < oo, uniformly in n. 
3.4. Proofs of Theorems 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.1. Let x e £(C"',p). Then, there is an integer 
M such that 
(3.4.1) Y. l E « ( " ' ^ ' " ^ ) ^ f c r < ! • 
m>M k 
Hence, it is enough to show that, for fixed m, X)fc < (^") ^ i i^)xk is bounded. 
It follows, from (3.4.1), that 
\J2a{n,k,Tn)xk\ < 1, 
k 
for m > M and for all n. But. if m > 1, 
{m + l)Y^a{n,k,m)xk-TnY^a{n,k,Tn-l)xk = J ^ a„m(„),jta:jt. 
/b fe k 
Hence, for any fixed m > M + l,Ylk^<r"'{n),k^k is bounded. Therefore, 
X^ ^ Q{n, k, m)xk is bounded for all m, n and this completes the proof of The-
orem 3.3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.2. W^ see that 
(3.4.2) sup I Va(n./r,m)xfc I < sup I J ] | J^ a(n, fc, m)a;it I*") 
Tn,n 
(3.4.3) sup I ^ Q(n.A-.m)xfc I > sup | ^a(n,fc,0)xfc | 
= sup I ]^a(<7°(n),/ir)xfc | (<T°(n) = n) 
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(3.4.4) sup I 5]]«(n, A:, m)a;A: I = sup | J^ — Y^ a{a^{n),k)xk \ 
m,n 1^ m,n ^ TTl -\- I • _ Q 
< sup„ J- I Efc a{<^^{n), k)xk \ x 
= SUp„ I Efc <lcO{„).kXk I 
= sup„ I Efc an,kXk I . 
Now, the result follows from (3.4.2), (3.4.3) and (3.4.4). 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.3. Because of Theorem 3.4.1, (3.3.1) is mean-
ingful for X € i{C'',p). We consider only £{C'',p). It can be proved by 
standard arguments that his a, paranorm on £{C'^,p). As one step in the 
proof, we shall only show that for fixed x. Ax —>^  0, as A —> 0. If x G ^ ( C , p), 
then, given e > 0, there is an integer M such that , for all n, 
(3.4.5) Y. iE"(«'^."^Kr<^ 
m>M k 
SO, if 0 < A < 1, then 
Em>Af I Efca(n,fc,m)Axfc l^ "* 
= E „ , > A / | A n E f c a ( n , f c , m ) r 
< llm>M I Eifca(n, fc, m)xk !"'"< e, 
and since, for fixed M, 
A f - l 
m = 0 k 
as A —> 0, this terminates the proof of Theorem 3.3.3. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.3.4. Let x G ((C"^,p). Then, there is an integer 
M such that (3.4.1) holds. Hence, for m > M, 
\Y^a{n,k,m)xk \ < 1, 
k 
so that 
1 Yi «("• k, m)xk I"" < IX! <^("' ^' "^) '^t T"" 
fc fc 
which proves the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.5. By Holder's inequality we have 
ICn(Ax)r <(j:\a{n,k,m)\{K,Y/^J x 
(^Y:\a{n,k,m)\iKk)-'^'\xkA 
Hence 
(3.4.6) E l C „ M . ) r < ( E l « ( " ' f c ' " ^ ) l ( M ' ^ ' ' ) ' ' X 
x:kfcrEi«(«'^'^«)i(M-'^' 
*^  fc m > 
Since (3.3.2) is equivalent to 
(3.4.7) sup E I «(n, fc, m) | (Kk)'^^ < oo, 
" fc 
the result follows from (3.3.3), (3.4.6) and (3.4.7). 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.6 
Sufficiency: Suppose that (3.3.4) holds and that a; 6 o^o- Then 
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m m \ fc / 
< IhllSo 
Therefore Ylm I Cn(^^) K converges uniformly in n and so 
AeiiooJpicn)-
Necessity : Suppose that A 6 {ioo,ip{C'^)) and that x € fc 
Then, 
/n(x) = ( E I c„(^^) r) 
exists uniformly in n. Now (/„) is a sequeace of continuous seminorms on 
£00 such that sup„/„(.T) < oc. Therefore, by Banach-Steinhaus theorem, 
there exists a constant K such that 
(3.4.8) /„(x) < A' II X II (for all n and all x € C ) . 
Putting X = sgn a{n.k,m) in (3.4.8) we observe that (3.3.4) holds. The 
proof of Theorem 3.3.6 is now complete. 
Chapter IV 
A NOTE ON GENERALIZED SEQUENCE SPACES 
OF ^-BOUNDED VARIATION 
4.1. Definitions and notations 
All relevant definitions and notations except those given here are the 
same as in Chapters 0 and I. 
As in § 1.2, we define tr-convergence (denoted by cf)hy: 
c" := {x G ^ oo : ^i^m-^oo^mni^) — ^i Uniformly in n; L = tr-lim a-}, 
where 
m + 
1 *" 
  1 -^Q 
denotes the cr-transform of a;. 
Let us write, for m > 1 
Then, we have 
1 °° 
(4-1.1) Cn(3^) = rn{m^\)T' j ' M n ) - ^cr.-Mn)]; 
and if, for a given infinite series 5Z 2„, denoted by z, 
Xn = Z0 + Z1 + \-Zn, 
then, we also write 
Cn^Cn(-) = ^^ (^^ ^^^^E^JIE -^.], 
with dj = cr^^-^\n) + 1 and hj = a^{n). 
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We define : 
C ( P ) ••= {^ G c'' : sup I ,^^„ !'""< oo}, (see [9], [75]); 
m,n 
oo 
C''{p):={zec'' : Y, \K.n\''"'<oo, uniformly inn}, (see [8]); 
m = 0 
and 
r ( p ) : = { 2 6 £ ' ' ( p ) : s u p f ; | C „ T < oo}, (see [8]). 
" m = 0 
We further extend these definitions to : 
Cl{p,s) := {zee'' : supm- ' | C „ r < cx),5 > 0}; 
Tn,n 
oo 
£<'(p,s) := {2 e c" : J ] m"* | (/>^  „ |P '"< 00, uniformly inn;5 > 0} 
m = 1 
and 
00 
r ( p , 5 ) := {2 e Cip,s) : sup X: m - I C „ r - < 00}. 
" m = 1 
If s = 0, then these reduce to C'^{p),C''{p) and Cdp); and if 
Pm is a constant sequence, then they become C'^{s),C''{s) and C''{s) 
respectively. If 5 = 0,cr{n) = n + 1, they reduce to £00(^ )5 ^(p) and £(p) 
of Das, Kuttner and Nanda [19]. 
In the present chapter first we discuss the spaces C^ip, s) and C^ip, s). 
We also discuss the spaces C%^{p.s) in the last two sections. 
4.2. Introduction 
We know the following results. 
Theorem 4.2.1. (see [8], Theorem -3.1). £^(p) C C^ip). 
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Theorem 4.2.2. (see [8], Theorem 3.2). C^{p) is a complete linear 
space paranormed by : 
l/H 
G{z) = sup^5:uu^)r) ^ 
where H = max(l,supp,„). JO^{p) is also a complete linear space para-
normed by the same norm G{z)^ provided inf p^ > 0. 
Theorem 4.2.3. (see [8] Theorem 3.3). Suppose, for all m,pm < 9m-
Then 
(0 Cip) C C'iq), 
and (n) C^ip) C C'iq). 
All the above theorems are the generalizations of some corresponding 
results for almost con\'ergence, given in Das, Kuttner and Nanda [19]. 
Here, our aim is to establish some results for our new spaces C{p^s) 
and £'^(p, 5), which generalize the above-mentioned results and yield them 
as special cases when 5 = 0. 
4.3. We prove the following theorems : 
Theorem 4.3.1. C'i.p.s) C t''{p,s). 
Theorem 4.3.2. ^{p^s) is a complete linear topological space para-
normed by : 
/ \ i / M 
(4.3.1) G'{z) = s u p ( ^ 5 : m - | C „ ( z ) r j , 
where M = max(l,suppTO). 
Theorem 4.3.3. Suppose p is bounded away from 0. Then 
(i) £''(p, 5) is a complete linear topological space paranormed by the 
function G* defined by (4.3.1); 
{ii) C{p,s) is a closed subspace of £''(p, 5); 
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(Hi) if, for all m;pm < 9m, then C'^{p,s) C Ciq^s) and £''(p.5) C 
&{q,s). 
4.4. Proofs of Theorems 4.3.1-4.3.3 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.1 
Suppose that x G C'^ip, s). Then we have to show that (j>^^ is bounded. 
By definition, there is an integer mo such that 
(4.4.1) 5 : m - I C „ !'""< 1. 
Hence it is enough to show that, for fixed m, (m~*/P'" | </>^ „ | j "" is bounded. 
or, what is equivalent, that | <^ „^ | is bounded, since (m"*/^'") is a null 
sequence. Now, it follows from (4.4.1) that m"*^'''" j (f)^„ |< 1, for m > mo 
and all n, which is equivalent to that 
(4.4.2) I C n l< 1, 
for all m > mo and all n. But, if m > 1, then we have 
(4.4.3) (m + l ) p ^ „ - m 0 ^ _ i „ , = x^m(„) - av"-i(n). 
Then it follows that, with any fixed m > mo, 
(4.4.4) X^m(„) - Z<,m-l(„) = 0(1), 
for all n. Since a is one-to-one and onto, it follows that 
~ m ( m + l ) S f c = 1 '^ [^<r'"0+l(CT*-'"0-l(n)) "" ^<7"H)(CT*-'^-l(n)) 
~ m(m+l) T!k= 1 ^  [^<r'"0 + t(j) - 2:<^'"0(j)j 
= ; ^ ^ E r = i / = - 0 ( l ) 
= 0(1). 
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by (4.4.4), where we write j = a'' '"" ^(n). 
This proves that 
oo 
sup J2 ' " " ' I <^ m„ l< OO. 
" m =. 1 
and hence the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.2 
The proof is routine verification by using standard arguments and hence 
omitted. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.3 
(i) may be proved again by "standard arguments", and the details of 
the proof are therefore omitted. It may, however, be remarked that, there 
is one difference between the proof of (i) and that of Theorem 4.3.2 for 
C'^{p, s). As one step in the proof we have to show that, for fixed 2, Xz —v 0, 
as A -> 0 (with the topology given by G*). If z E C"(p), then, given any 
e > 0, there is an integer M such that, for all n, 
00 
(4.4.5) Y. m-'\<f>U^)r<e. 
m = M 
If A < 1, 
m = M m — M 
and since, for fixed M, 
M-l 
E m-|<^;„(A2)r^0, 
m = 0 
as A -> 0; this gives the conclusion. If we are given only that z G ^p(s), 
we can not assert (4.4.5). We now make use of the assumption that pm is 
bounded away from 0. There is some constant 5 > 0 such that Pm^^ (for 
all m). Hence, for | A |< 1,A'''" < | A |*, so that 
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G*iXz) < | A I* G'{z). 
The result clearly follows. 
(n) Since, by definition, Cip^s) and Cip^s) have the same metric, 
(ii) follows from the result that C''{p^s) is complete. 
[Hi) Suppose z G C{q,s). Then, there is an integer M such that, for 
all n, 
oo 
(4.4.6) Yl ^"Mc„r<i-
m = Af 
Hence, for m > M and all n, | (^^„ |< 1 (as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1), 
so that 
ic„r<ic„r 
and so 
9m 
m-' I <t>''mn \""< m - I C n I 
The uniform convergence of J2m "^ ' I *^ mn I''"' therefore follows from 
that of Em'^~* I <^mn I'""' This proves the first inclusion : Cip^s) C 
Ciq.s), 
The proof for £<'(p,s) C £"(9, s) differs from that of £''(p, 5) C £"(9,5), 
as we can not now assert (4.4.6). If z G £''(p,s), then JZ^ m~* | (^ ^„ j*'"" is 
bounded. A fortiori, ^o„ = 2r„ is bounded. It now follows from : 
1 m hj 
where dj = <T-'~*(n) + 1 and hj = <T (^n), that <^ „^ is bounded, for all 
m, n; say 
I C „ l< A'. 
We may suppose A' > 1. Then 
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where JJT — sup^gr„. Hence the result. 
The restriction has been imposed on p that it is bounded away from 
0. The need for such restriction will be shown as in case of Theorem 4 (for 
almost convergent related concepts C{p) and C{p)) in Da-s, Kuttner and 
Nanda [19] 
4.5. Results concerning £^(p,s) 
We write, for A = (a„fc), 
k 
where 
a{n,k,m) = — -— V) j[ ^ a,fc],rfj = a-^"^(n)+l and/ij = (7^(n). 
We prove the following theorems as generalizations of results proved by 
Saraswat [75] and Ahmad and Saraswat [9]. 
Theorem 4.5.1. If inf p„ > 0, then jC^(p, 5) is a complete linear 
topological space over the complex field (P, paranormed by : 
(4.5.1) g{z) = sup { m - ' / ^ | Cn(^ ) T'"^*'} , 
where A/ = max(l ,sup„p^). 
Theorem 4.5.2. Let 0 < p^ < 9m, then £^(9,5) is a closed subspace 
0f£^(p ,3) . 
Theorem 4.5.3. H^^^p^s) is 1-convex. 
Theorem 4.5.4. Let p G £00- Then A € (co(p),£^(p,s)) if and only if 
there is an absolute constant B > 1, such that 
Pm 
< 0 0 . (4.5.2) Z? = sup I m- ' / " - ^ | a(n, A:, m) | fi-'/"* I 
Theorem 4.5.5. A e (^oo(p),£^(s)) if and only if, for every integer 
A ^ > 1 , 
(4.5.3) sup I m-* y ; I Q(n, A:, m) I A^^ /^ * I 
m,n ( ^ J 
< 00. 
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Theorem 4,5.6. A € (((?)•, Cl^{s)) if and only if, there exists an 
integer iV > 1, such that 
(4.5.4) sup{m * ^ | a ( n , f c , m ) < oo, 
k 
for 1 < pfc < oo, 1/Pfc + l/qk = 1; and 
(4.5.5) sup \m~' I a{n, k, m) |P*} < oo, 
for 0 < pfc < 1-
4.6. Proofs of Theorems 4.5.1-4.5.6 
Proof of Theorem 4.5.1 
That C%^{p,s) is a linear space over the complex field (T, can be easily 
proved by supposing M = max(l,suppOT) and {since pm/M < 1) applying 
the inequalities 0.14.5 (ii) and (iii). 
Next, we see that 5f(^ ) = 0 and 5(2;) = 5(—z) for each 2 6 JC^CP, ^)-
The subadditivity of g follows from : 
m-'^'' I c„(^i+^2) rf''< m-/^ I c„(^i) r-^*'+m-^/^ i Cn(^ 2) r^"" 
by taking supremum with respect to m, n. It follows from : 
I A |P'"/A'< max(l, I A ]), for each A G (C, and z G £^(p, s), 
that 
^(Az) < m a x ( l , | A \)g{z). 
Therefore, A—>^0,2—vO=^Az—>^0 and if z is fixed, 
A ->• 0 =^ Az -> 0. 
Let inf pm = p' > 0, then we have 
^(Az)<max(|A),|A|' ' ' /A^)5(z). 
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Therefore, 
A - ^ 0 = J ^ A 2 ^ 0 (zeC^ip^s) is fixed). 
This proves that C'^{p,s) has the paxanorm g. 
Finally, we show that C'^{p,s) is complete with respect to g. Let (2') 
be a Cauchy sequence in £^(p,s) . Then (zj^ ) for each n, is a Cauchy se-
quence in <S and hence 2J, —>^  Zn- Put z — (2„). Now, one can easily see that 
z € C^ijp^s) and g{z* — z) -> 0. Therefore £^(p,s) is complete. 
Hence, the theorem is proved completely. 
Proof of Theorem 4.5.2 
Consider z € £^(^,5) , Then, there exists a constant B > i such that 
for all m and n, where A/ = max(l, supp^n, sup q,n)-This implies that 
for all m ajid n. Thus z 6 £^(p,5) . Further, we will show that £^(9,5) 
is closed. Suppose that 2' G >C^(g,s) and 2' —>^  2 € £^(p , 5). Then there 
exists N such that 
m 
-S/M I L<T / , . _ , \ iPm/Af I C „ ( ^ ' - 2) \""""< e (for all i > iV;0 < e < 1) 
=> "^ -*^ ' I Cn(^' - )^ !"" '^'< m-^/^ I c „ ( 2 ' - 2) r'"/^< e 
This implies that 2 G £^(9,5). This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 4.5,3 
IfO<<J< 1, then 
^ ' = {z:g{z)<6} 
is an absolutely 1-convex set, for if 21,22 G H^ and | A | -|- | // |< 1, then 
g{Xzy+fiz2)<{\X\ + \^\r-f^.5<5. 
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This implies that Azj + fiZ2 € W. This proves the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 4.5.4 
Necessity : Suppose that A 6 (co(p)7jC^(p, s)). This implies that 
Az e £^(p,5) for z € co(p). Put 
(4.6.1) Pm,M = m- I ^ mjAz) r 
and 
(4.6.2) Pn{z) = snpPmA^). 
m 
Then (Pm,n)m is a sequence of continuous functions on co(p). Therefore, 
each Pn{z) is a continuous function on Co(p) and further sup„ Pn{z) < oo 
(see [40], [41]). Therefore, by uniform boundedness principle, there exists 
a sphere 5[^,^] C Co(p) with 0 < 5 < 1, and a constant K such that (see 
[34]), 
(4.6.3) F^,„(2) < K, 
for each m, and for every z G 5[^,5]. For every integer r > 0, we define 
sequence {z'') of elements as follows 
Jr) _ 
* j f e — 
' S^l^^sgn a{n, k,m) , 0 < fc < r; 
0 , r < fc. 
Then z^ *") € S[0, S] for every r, and by (4.6.3) 
J ^-S/Prr. J - I Q(„^ f^^ ^ ) I Q-l/p, I < ^j;^ 
for every m and r, where 5 = 5~^. Therefore (4.5.2) holds, that is, 
D <oo. 
Sufficiency : Let z G co(p) and condition (4.5.2) holds. Fix n 6 Z"*" 
(set of positive integers). Then, there exists fco such that | Zk \< B'^l^'' for 
every ka < k. But, we have the inequality (see [39]), for every m, 
I m-'/P- ^a(n,fc,m)2fc |'""< A(5i + ^2), 
i ( Ace. No,^_ ^ .^ )| 
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where K = max(l,2^ ^), 
ko>k 
and 
ko<k 
Since the condition (4.5.2) holds, therefore, we observe now that (4.5.2) 
implies 
m-' I a(n,k,m) I D-^^"'" < B^'^" < max B^'^" = R < oo 
for every m and for every fc G [1, fco]- Hence 
5i < (E.O>.^^^/'"" I ^k 1)"" = D (/?E*„>. I z, I) 
< Dmax(l,Q) < oo, 
where Q = {RY!.ko>k I ^k \)^- For the term S2, we have 
Pm 
ko<k 
Therefore 
Sl^'- = m-'\Eko<k^in,k,m}z,\ 
< rn-' j:k,<k I « ( n , k , m ) \ B-'^f" < D ^ / P - , 
that is, S2 < £). Hence A € (co(p),£^(p,s)). 
Proof of Theorem 4.5.5 
Necessity : Suppose that A G (£oo(p),jC^(s)), and let there exists an 
integer N > 1 such that (4.5.3) does not hold. Therefore, the matrix 
C = (cnk) = (a„jtAri/p*)^(C(p),£^(5)), that is, there exists xe^oo(p) 
such that. Cx ^ £^ ( s ) . Now, y = (y^) = {xkN'^^'') € C ( p ) . But, 
we have Ay = Cx ^ ^ ^ ( s ) , which is a contradiction to the fact that 
Ae{e^{p),ci,{s)). 
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Sufficiency : Suppose that (4.5.3) holds. If we take A^  > max(l,sup^. 
I Zk I''''), then for every m and n, 
k 
Therefore, taking supremum ove m and n, this part follows. 
Proof of Theorem 4.5.6 
Necessity : Suppose that A € (^(p),jC^(s)) and put 
Tm.n{z) = m- i C n ( A ^ ) I 
with 
r„(2) = supr;„,„(2). 
m 
We see that {Tm,n)m being a sequence of continuous real functions on ^(p), 
for each n. Therefore (Tn) is also a sequence of continuous real functions on 
C{p) and sup„ T„( r) < oo. Then the results follows by arguing as in Theorem 
4.5.4 with uniform boundedness principle. 
Sufficiency : We consider the case 1 < p^ < oo. Suppose that the con-
ditions (4.5.4) and (4.5.5) hold and z € i{p). Since, we know the following 
inequality (see Lascarides and Maddox [34], p. 100) : 
If X, y € (T and A^  > 0, then 
|xy|<Ar(|xriV^/'*+|yr), 
where pk > 1, l/pk + l/^it = 1, we have 
m-' I <f>:,JAz) \< m-'Y,N(\ a{n,k,m) |'* iV^/'*+ | z^ r) . 
k 
Therfore A e ( ^ ( p ) , £ ^ ( s ) ) . 
Chapter V 
ON GENERALIZED SPACES OF 
B-BOUNDED SEQUENCES 
5.1. Definitions and notations 
All rele\'ant definitions and notations except those given here are the 
same as in Chapters 0 and I. 
For any sequence a: = (a:„) € lo and for any given sequence B = (Bi) 
of infinite matrices with B,- = {bnk{i))i we write 
(5.1.1) tfjx) = {Bix)„ = ^Kk{i)xk 
k 
and let Xn be the nth partial sum of a given series Y^Zn (denoted by ::), so 
that 
(5.1.2) X„ = 2o + 2l + V Zn, 
and 
(5.1.3) a ;„-x„_i = 2r„. 
Then, for n > 0, we have 
MZ) = tl{x)-tf,n-li^) 
= E r = o{^nk{i) — K-\,k{^))^k 
= E r = 0 ^^nfc(i)^*: 
= Er= o{E?= . A6„t(0}^v, 
(whenever the change of order of smnmation is justified), 
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where 
and 
g{n.v,i) = E r = v A M O , 
A6„jt(i) = {bnk{i) - 6„-i,fc(i)}. 
Let p = (pn) be a sequence of strictly positive real numbers, with 
sup„p„ < oo. Riazuddin ([72]; see also [73]) defined the sequence spaces : 
^oo := {-2 € c : sup j 0,„(2;) |< (»}, 
t,n 
(5.1.4) 
and 
(5.1.5) Ciip) := {zec^: sup | rPi^z) \^"< oo}. 
We generalize these spaces to define : 
Ci{p,s) := {zec^: supn" ' | V,„(z) !""< OG,5 > 0} 
»,n 
SO that, for 5 = 0,C^{p,s) = C^{p) = £ ^ (if p is constant for all n). If 
Pn = 1, for all n, then it reduces to C^{s). 
In the special cases in which 
' (n + l ) -^ i <k<i + n, 
bnk{i) = Kkii) = ' 
0, otherwise; 
' n-\ (T\i) <k< a"(i), 
bnk(i) = Kkii) = { 
0, otherwise, 
the space C^{p,s) reduces to the spaces Coo{p,s) and £^(p , s) which are 
the generalizations of the spax:es Coo{p) and Cl^{p) of almost-bounded and 
a-bounded sequences respectively (see Nanda [59] and Saraswat [75]); of 
course, if B = (Bi) = / , the identity matrix, then it reduces to the space 
^oo(p, 5) defined by Basarir [12] as an extension of the space £oo{p) (defined 
by Simons [82]). 
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5.2. Introduction 
Riazuddin ([70]; see also [73]) proved the following results concerning the 
topological properties and mapping theorems for the spaces £ ^ and £^(p). 
Theorem 5.2.1. If inf p„ > 0, then C^{p) is a complete linear topo-
logical space over the complex field paranormed by h defined by : 
h{z) = sup I 0.„(2) l""/^, for all z G £^(p), ' 
where M = max(l,sup„p„). 
In particular, C^ is a Banach space normed by 
II 2 II = s u p I t/'ml^) I • 
Theorem 5.2.2. Let 0 < pn < qn- Then C^{q) is a closed subspace of 
CM. 
Theorem 5.2.3. C^{p) is 1-convex. 
Theorem 5.2.4. A e {ico,C^) if and only if 
sup5]; I Ag{n,k,i)\< oo, 
where 
oo 
Ag{n,k,i) = ] ^ g{n,k,i)ajk. 
i = 0 
Theorem 5.2.5. A e (£oo(p),>C^) if and only if for every integer L > 1, 
sup5 ] I Ag{n,k,i) | L^^ *^ < oo, 
where Agr(n,fc,i) is the same as in Theorem 5.2.4. 
Theorem 5.2.6. Let inf p„ > 0. Then A € (^ oo, £^(p)) if and only if 
s ' l P l S I Aflf(n,A:,i) 1) < oo. 
*'"• \ k I 
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Theorem 5.2.7. A € {i{p)X^) if and only if 
(t) there exists an integer A' > 1 such that 
sup5] I Ag{n,k,i) |'* A'"'* < oo, 
for I <pk < oo, p^^ +<]k^ = 1: 
(ii) sup,-„ It I Ag{n,k.i) [''*< oo, for 0 < pk <l. 
Theorem 5.2.8. A € (co(p), C^{p)) if and only if there exists an integer 
A' > 1 such that 
< 00. 
In the present chapter we study the topological properties and mapping 
theorems for our new spaces C^{$) and £^(p,s) and prove theorems which 
generalize all the above-mentioned results and yield them as special cases 
and also the results corresponding to Coo{s)Xoo{p, s),C'^{s) and £^(p,s) . 
5.3. Topological propert ies 
We prove the following theorems concerning the topological properties 
of the space £^(p,5). 
Theorem 5.3.1. If inf p„ > 0, then £^(p , s) is a complete linear 
topological spax;e over the complex field (C paranormed by : 
(5.3.1) g{z) = s u p n - ' / ^ | V . „ W r / * ' , 
i,n 
for all z € £^(p,s) , where M = max(l,sup„p„). In particular, C^{s) is a 
Banach space normed by 
II 2 II = SUpn"^ l^m(z) I . 
i,n 
Theorem 5.3.2. Let 0 < p„ < g^. Then C^{q,s) is a closed subspace 
oiClip,s). 
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Theorem 5.3.3. C^{p,s) is 1-convex. 
5.4. Lemmas 
We need the following lemmas for the proof of Theorem 5.3.1. 
Lemma 5.4.1. C^{p,s) is a linear space over the complex field (P. 
The proof is easy and is based on the well-known inequalities given in 
0.14.5 (last two inequalities). 
Lemma 5.4.2. If inf pn > 0, then £^(p, 5) is a linear topological space 
paranormed by g defined by (5.3.1). 
Proof. We can easily see that g{6) = 0, and g{z) = g{—z), for all 
z € C^{p,s). The subadditivity of 5^  follows from the following steps : 
(t) apply the inequality 0.14.5 (ii) to 
I ^ in{a + b) 1""/^ (putting z = a + b), 
that is, 
I rpinia + b) r'^'K] ^,„(a) 1""/*^  + | V,„(6) l'"'^ • 
{ii) then multiply by n~* and take supremum on both sides. 
It remains to show that the scalar multiplication is continuous. 
It follows from inequality 0.14.5 (iii) that, for A € (C and z E £^(p , s), 
g{Xz) < max(l, [ A \)g{z). 
Therefore, X -^ 0, z -^ 0 => Xz -^ 0; and if A is fixed, then z -^ 0 =^ Xz -> 0. 
Now, let inf p„ = m > 0. Then, we have 
5 ( A z ) < m a x ( | A | , | A r / ^ ) p ( ^ ) . 
Hence A ->• 0 =^ Az ->^  0 (z fixed). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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Lemma 5.4.3. For infp„ > 0, £^(p,5) is complete with respect to the 
paranorm topology. 
Proof. Let (2J,) be a Cauchy sequence in C^{p,s). Then (2^), for each 
n, is a Cauchy sequence in (C and hence z'^ —> 2„, for each n. 
Given e > 0, there exists A'o such that, for /,/ ' > No, 
| V . > . ( r ' - / ) r / ^ < e . foral l i ,n . 
Taking limit, as /' —> 00, we have 
I V'.nl- '- ^) |''"^^< oc. foralH,n. 
In general g is not a norm. But when p„ = A, for all n,g is a norm 
and then C^{p,s) is a Banach space. 
5.5. Proofs of Theorems 5.3.1-5.3.3 
Proof of Theorem 5.3.1. This is obtained by combining Lemmas 1, 
2 and 3. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3.2. We may assume without loss in generality 
that Af = 1. Let z G C^{q,s). Then, there exists a constant K > \ such 
that 
n - ' / ^ I 0.„(2) t '" /^< A', for all i,n. 
Then, since 0 < q„ < p„, we ha\-e 
n-'^'' 1 tp,n{z) r " / ^ < n-'^'' I ^ ,„(2) | " ' /^< K, 
for all i,n. Thus z e C^{p,s). 
To show that £^(g,s) is closed, suppose that (2') 6 C^{q,s) with z' -> 
2 G C^{p,s). Then, for every 0 < c < 1, there exists A^  such that, for all 
i,n, 
n-' I V,n(2' - :) | ' '"/^< e. for all / > N. 
=> n-' I V.„(^' - z) |'"/^^< n - ' I iU=' - z) | '" '/^< c, for all / > .V, 
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This proves the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3.3. It is easy to see that, for 0 < ^ < 1, the set 
U = {zeCl{p,s):g{z)<S} 
is absolutely 1-convex. Hence the theorem. 
5.6. Mapping Theorems 
We write 
^in{Az) = E r = 0 Y:T= 0 E r = . ^Kk{i)a.jz, 
= Y1T= 0 E r = 0 ^("i 5^ i)0'vjZj 
where 
provided that the infinite sums involved exist. 
We prove the following : 
Theorem 5.6.1. A € (^,c.,>C^(s)) if and only if 
oo 
(5.6.1) supn-* Y. \9'{n,3,i)\< oo. 
'." j = 0 
Theorem 5.6.2. A 6 {^^{p),Cl,{s)) if and only if 
(5.6.2) supn-'' £ I ^*(n,i,i) ) L''^' < oo, 
'." j = 0 
for every integer L > 1. 
Theorem 5.6.3. Let inf p„ > 0. Then A G {e^,Ci>(p,s)) if and only if 
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/ oo y -
supn * Y, U * ( " - i ' 0 I < oo-
V = 0 / 
Theorem 5.6.4. A £ (^(p),£^(s)) if and only if 
(i) there exists an integer A' > 1 such that 
oo 
supn-' X; | / ( n , i , O r A'"'*<oo,(l<Pfc<oo,pi^^+g,-^ = 1). 
«.n j = 0 
(n) sup,-,„n-' I g*{nj,i) !"*< oo,(0 < pk < 1). 
Theorem 5.6.5. A E (co(p),£^(p, s)) if and only if there exists an 
integer K > 1 such that 
Pn 
< OO. 
5.7. Proofs of miapping theorems 
Proof of Theorem 5.6.1 
Sufficiency : Suppose that (5.6.1) holds and that z E ioc 
Then 
supn~' I ipin{Az) \< snY>n-'Y^ \ g*{n,j,i)zj \ 
i,n i,n 
<\\ 2 Hoc sup n '5^ |5f*(n , j , i ) | . 
Necessity : Suppose that A 6 (^OO,JC^(S)). We write 
Fi{z) = supn-* \tpin{Az) I . 
n 
Now, {Fi)i is a sequence of continuous seminorms on o^o such that 
sup, Fi{z) < oo. Therefore, by Banach-Steinhaus theorem, there exists a 
constant C such that 
(5.7.1) Fi{z) <C\\z Hoc. for all i and z 6 o^o-
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Define a new sequence 
( sgn n-^g*{n,j,i) , 0 < j < r, 0 , J > r. 
Now, since z = (z'") € o^o and by (5.7.1), 
r 
y^ n"" I p"(n, j ,z) |< C, for each n and r. 
j = 0 
Therefore, (5.6.1) holds. 
Proof of Theorem 5.6.2 
Sufficiency : Suppose that (5.6.2) holds. If L > max(l,sup | Zj | ' ' '), 
then 
n" I tbUAz) \< n-^X^ I g'{nj,i) \ L'^"^, for all i,n. 
j 
Necessity : Suppose that A G {ioo{p),C^{s)) but there exists an integer 
I > 1 such that (5.6.2) does not hold. Then, by Theorem 5.6.1, the matrix 
that is, there exists z £ C^o such that Bz ^ £^(5) . 
Now, define a sequence y = (yjk) = {zkL^^""). Then {zkL^^'^") E £oo{p), 
but Ay = Bz ^ JC^(S) which contradicts that A € {ioo{p),^^{s)). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.6.2. 
Proof of Theorem 5,6.3 
Sufficiency : It follows from Theorem 5.6.2. 
Necessity : Suppose that A € {£oo,C^{p,s)). Write 
Fiiz) = s u p n - ^ | V . „ ( A 2 ) r . 
n 
Now, {Fi)i is a sequence of continuous real functions on 0^0 
and further sup,- Fi{z) < oo. Then the result follows by applying uniform 
boundedness principle. 
Proof of Theorem 5.6.4 
Sufficiency : We only consider the case I < pk < oo. Suppose that the 
conditions hold and.that z G C{p). Then, by the inequality 0.14.5 (i), for any 
A^  > 0, 
oo 
I ^ in{Az) \< X; K{\ g*{n,jJ) I'* A'-'*+ 1 zj 1"*). 
j = 0 
Therfore Ae{e{p),CM)-
Necessity : Suppose that A € {e{p),C^{s)) and that z G i{p). Put 
5,„(2) = n-' I MAz) I 
and 
Fi{z) = s u p Sin{z) 
n 
For each ?', (5,„)„ being a sequence of continuous real functions on ^(p), (F,), 
is a sequence of continuous real functions on E{p) and further sup,- Fi{z) < oo. 
Then the result follows by arguing as in uniform boundedness principle, (see 
Lascarides and Maddox [34], Theorem 1). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 5.6.5 
The sufficiency can be obtained by an analysis similar to (Lascarides 
[33], Theorem 10). For the necessitj', suppose that A G {co{p),C^{p,s)) and 
z G co{p). Put 
Finiz) = n-" 1 ibir^iAz) I"", 
and 
Fi{z) = SUpF.n(2). 
n 
Since (F,„)„ is a sequence of continuous real functions on co(p), each F, 
is a continuous real function on co(p), and further sup, F-(z) < oo. Therefore, 
the result follows by an application of uniform boundedness principle. 
This completes the proof. 
Chapter VI 
ON GENERALIZED SPACES OF SEQUENCES 
OF B-BOUNDED VARIATION 
6.1. Definitions and notations 
All relevant definitions and notations except those given here are the 
same as in the preceding chapter and Chapters 0 and I. Here we also use 
E n for E n " = 0-
For any sequence x € w and for any given sequence of infinite matrices 
B = {Bi) with Bi = (6„ik(t)), we write 
oo 
tf„{x) = {Bix)n = Yl ^nk{i)xk {n,i = 0,1, . . . ) . 
fc = 0 
For 11 > 0. we write 
Then, we have 
(6.1.1) rl^inix) = '£{bnk{i)-bn-i,kii)}^k. 
k = 0 
Given an infinite series E ^ = o ^n which we denote by z, let 
Xn = Zo + Zi + \- Zn, 
SO tha t 
Then (6.1,1) can be wTitten as 
(6.1.2) ^,„ = V'.„(z) = j:^=og{n,v,i)z,, 
where 
(6-1-3) 9{n,v,i) = E r = J6nfc(0-6„-i.fc(0}. 
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Let p = (p„) be a sequence of strictly positive numbers, with 
sup„ pn < oo. Riazuddin [70] defined the sequence spaces : 
(6.1.4) £^ := {2 € c^ : 5Z I ^ ''»(^) l< °° ' uniformly in i}, 
n 
and 
(6.1.6) C'^ip) := {2 € c^ : XI 1 V'.nl^) !""< 0°, uniformly in i}. 
n 
We can use these definition with z replaced by x. 
We generalize these spaces to define : 
(6.1.6) C^{p,s) := {2 € c^ : Y^n'' \ V'm(2) !""< 00, uniformly in i 
n 
and for s > 0}, 
(6.1.7) C^{p,s) := {z € C^{p,s) : sup j^n"* | xPUz) !""< 00, 
1 n 
uniformly in i and for 5 > 0} 
We will use these definitions with z replaced by a;. 
For 5 = 0,£^(p,5) = £«(p) and £«(/), 5) = £^(p). Further, if ;>„ 
is a constant sequence, then £^(/)),£^(p,s) and £^(p,s) become C^,C^{s) 
and C^{s) respectively. If p„ = p, for all n, then £^(p,s) reduces to Cp{s). 
As in the preceding chapter, in the special case in which : 
(n + 1 ) -^ i<k<i + n, 
bnkii) = Kkii) = 
and 
Kkii) = b:,{i) = 
0, otherwise; 
n~\ 0-^(0 < A; < cr"(j), 
0, otherwise 
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the spaces given by (6.1.6) and (6.1.7) reduce to the spaces £(p, s),£(p,s) 
and £'^(p,s),£''(p, 5) respectively; of course, if 5 = (B.) = / , the identity 
matrix, then C^{p,s) reduces to C{p,s) which is the generalization of ({p), 
given by Bulut and Cakar [15]. 
We also mention that the existence of the transformation Bx for all 
•r € 0^0 is equix'alent to : 
(6.1.8) X; I Kk{i) |< 00, 
k 
for all n = 0 , 1 , . . . , uniformly for i = 0 , 1 , . . . (see Stieglitz [83]). 
6.2. Introduction 
Riazuddin ([70]; see also [73]) proved the following results concerning 
the topological properties and mapping theorems for the spaces C^ and 
Theorem 6.2,1. If p is bounded, then C^{p) is a complete linear 
topological space over the complex field paranormed by h defined by 
hiz) = E I Mz) r - / ^ , for all z 6 £^(p). 
n 
In particular, Cp is a Banach space normed by : 
\\z\\ = ElMz)]". 
n 
Theorem 6.2.2. £«(p) C £^(p). 
Theorem 6.2.3. If inf pn > 0, then £^(p) is locally bounded. 
Theorem 6.2.4. If inf p„ > 0, then £^(p) is 1-convex. If inf p„ < 1, 
then £^(p) is not 1-convex. 
Theorem 6.2.5 Let 1 < p < 00. Then Ae{ii,Cf) if and only if 
(6.2.1) supX^I A^(n,A;,i)|P<oo, 
k n 
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uniformly in i, where Ag{n, k, i) - Ylf^ o T.T= jiKtU) - bn-i,v{i))^ik-
Theorem 6.2.6 A e (^i,>C^(p)) if and only if (6.2.1) with p = 1 holds 
and 
J2^9{n,k,i) - 1, 
n 
for all i,k where Ag{n,k,i) is same as in Theorem 6.2.-5. 
Theorem 6.2.7. z G C^{p) implies that there exists a constant Q > 0, 
such that 
n 
Theorem 6.2.8. Let 1 < p < cx3. Then A € (foo, ^p) if and only if 
uniformly in i, where Ag{n,k^i) is the same as in Theorem 6.2.5. 
Theorem 6.2.9. Let 1 < p^ < oo. Then A € {(^{p),C^{p)) if and 
onh' if for every integer L > 1, 
j:(^^\Ag{n,k,i)\L'f^''y <<x.. 
uniformly in i, where A^(n, k, i) is the same as in Theorem 6.2.5. 
In the present chapter, as promised in § 1.3 of Chapter I, we study the 
topological properties and mapping theorems (in separate sections as in the 
preceding chapter) for our new spaces C^{s) and C^(p.s) and prove the-
orems which generalize all the above-mentioned results and yield them as 
special cases and also the results corresponding to C{s).C{p,s),C{s) and 
C{p,s). We also give inclusion relation between the spaces C'^{p,s) and 
C^ip^s). 
6.3. Topological properties 
We prove the following theorems concerning the topological properties 
of the spaces £^(p, s). 
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Theorem 6.3.1. If p = (p„) is bounded, then C^{p,s) is a complete 
linear topological space over the complex field, paranormed by g defined by 
g{z) = E n - ^ / ^ M V ' . n ( ^ ) r ^ ^ iov^W zeC^{p,s). 
n 
where M = max(l,supp„). 
In particular, Cp{s) is a Banach space normed by 
n 
Theorem 6.3.2. £^(p,s) C C^{p,s). 
Theorem 6.3.3. Let B = (5,) be a sequence of infinite matrices with 
Bi = (6nfc(0)i such that Ylk I Kk{i) \< oo« for all i,n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . . Then 
Theorem 6.3.4. If inf p„ > 0, then C^{p, s) is locally bounded. 
Theorem 6.3.5. If inf p„ > 0, then £^(p,s) is 1-convex. If inf p„ < 1, 
then C^{p,s) is not 1-convex. 
Proofs of Theorems 6.3.1-6.3.5 
Proof of Theorem 6.3.1. As in the case of C^{p, s) in the preceding 
chapter, one can easily see that C^{p, 5) is a linear space and complete. W'e 
have only to show that it is a linear topological space. The subadditivity 
follows from the Minkowski's inequality and we now show that scalar mul-
tiplication is continuous. Since 
g{Xz) < max(l, | A \)giz), 
it follows that z -^ 0 ^ Xz ^ 0 (for fixed A). Now, if A ^ 0 and z 6 C^ip.s) 
be fixed ; given c > 0, we can choose an integer N such that 
(6.3.1) Yl n-' I tPin{z) !""< c/2 for all i, 
n>N 
and S > 0, such that 
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(6.3.2) I A |< <J =» X) I ""'^""AV'ml^) !""< c/2 for all i. 
Then, 
I A |<min(l ,5) =^ g{\z) < e . 
Now, it follows from (6.3.1) and (6.3.2) that 
A -^ 0 =^ Az -> 0 {z fixed). 
Hence C^{p,s) is a linear topological spax:e. 
In general g is not a norm. But, when p„ = p, for all n^g is a norm 
and then C^{p,s) is a Banach space. 
This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 6.3.2 
This is a routine verification and foUows from the definitions of C^(p, s) 
and £^(p,5). 
Proof of Theorem 6.3.3 
Supposing that a; € £^(p, s), we have to show that V'»n(^ ) i^  bounded. 
By definition, there is an integer A'^  such that 
(6.3.3) Yl n-'I'-rkinix) r < 1. 
n>JV 
Hence, it in enough to show that for fixed n,n~*''*'" | V'm(a^ ) I**" is bounded, 
or, what is equivalent that | t})in{x) \ is bounded, since {n'"^^") is a null 
sequence. Now, it follows from (6.3.3) that | ^,„ |< 1, for n > A^  and all i. 
But, if n > 1, we observe that, from (6.1.1), and by hypothesis, 
CO 
^in{x) = Yl {^r^kii) - bn-lAi)}xk, 
k = 0 
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so that 
IV'.nWI < Er=ol{M^')-&n-u(0}lkfc | 
< II ^ - II E r = 0 I Kk{i) - brAi) I 
< 2 | l a - | | E r = o l M 0 l 
< 2A- | | x | | 
< A; 
for all i,n and for bounded i , for fixed n > iV + 1, and this proves the 
theorem, Here K is an absolute constant not necessarily the same at each 
occurrence. 
Proof of Theorem 6.3.4 
If inf pn = a > 0, then, there exists a constant Q > 0 and e > 0, we 
can choose an integer iV > 1, such that 
A^ ° > Q/c. 
Then 
E l « " ' ^ ' ' " ^ . " ( ' ^ ) r < Q , for all / 
TJ 
^ ^ In-'/p"V>,„(z)I ^ g ^ ^ . . . . 
= ^ L ]v ^j^^Q^ fo^ai^^ 
in other words, 
{z •• 9{z) <Q}C y{z : g{z) < e}. 
For any e > 0, there exists iV > 1 for which the above inclusion holds and 
so 
{z:g{z)<Q} 
is bounded. 
This completes the proof. 
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Proof of Theorem 6.3.5 
The proof is straightforward and is similar to proof of Theorem 5.3.3 
of the preceding chapter. 
6.4. Mapping theorems 
We write 
= Zr= 0 E r = 0 E^= J Abn.{i)a,kZk 
= Er=oA5'(n,fc,i>fc, 
where 
oo oo 
Ag*{n,k,i) = ^ JZ {6nv(0 - ' ^ n - i . v l O f e 
j = Qv = j 
provided that all the infinite sums involved exist. 
In this section we prove the following theorems : 
Theorem 6.4.1. Let 1 < p < oo. Then A 6 {iuCfis)) 
if and only if 
(6.4.1) sup 5 3 " * 1 ^9''{n,k,i) \^< oo, uniformly in i. 
k n 
Theorem 6.4.2. A € {ii,C^{p,s)) if and only if (6.4.1) with p = 1 
holds and 
(6.4.2) Y,^-'Ag''{n,k,i) = 1, foralU,fc. 
n 
Theorem 6.4.3. z € £^(p, 5) implies that there exists a constant 
Q > 0, such that 
E « " I V ' . n ( - ^ ) r < Q , for a l i i . 
Theorem 6.4.4. Let 1 < p <oo . Then A € {<!^,Cfis)) 
if and only if 
(6.4.3) X ] " ~ M I I I ^ ^ * ( " ^ ^ " ' 0 l) <oO: uniformly in f. 
Theorem 6.4.5. Let 1 < p < oo. Then A € {£oo{p),JC-p(s)) if and only 
if, for every integer L > 1 
(6.4.4) J2"'' ( E I ^ 9'i^^^^') I L^-"') < °0' uniformly in /. 
Theorem 6.4.6. Let I < pk < oo. Then A € {ioo{p)X^ip,s)) if and 
only if, for every integer i > 1, 
(6.4.5) 5^n-* [ J ] I Ag'{n,k,i) \ l'^"* J < oo, uniformly in i. 
Proofs of Theorems 6.4.1-6.4.6 
Proof of Theorem 6.4.1 
The sufficiency is just the application of Minkowski's inequality. For. 
if 2 G ^1, then we want to show that ipinlAz) € Cp{s): 
< E*(Enn-MAy-(n , fc ,^> ,n^ / ' ' 
< oo, 
the inversion of the summation over n and k being justified by absolute 
convergence. This proves the sufficiency. 
The necessity follows in the manner of proof in Theorem 5.6.1 of the 
preceding chapter. 
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Proof of Theorem 6.4.2 
The proof of this theorem is easy and so we omit it. 
Proof of Theorem 6.4.3 
The proof of this theorem follows from the definition of C^(p, s) and a 
simple application of uniform boundedness principle. 
Proof of Theorem 6.4.4 
Suppose that (6.4.3) holds and that z G ioo-
Then 
E„ n-^ I V.n(2) 1" < E„ n-^ ( E . I Ag-(n, fc, i)z, | f 
< \\^\LT,nn-''{j:,\Ag'{n,k,i)\r. 
Therefore En "~* I i^iniA.z) \^ converges uniformly in i, and so 
AeiiocC^is)). 
This proves the sufficiency part. 
Now, suppose that A G {f-oo-,^p{s)) and that z G .^x,. Therefore, 
Qiiz) = (Y.n-'\^Pin{Az)\'^ 
i / p 
exists uniformly in i. Now, {Qi)i is a sequence of continuous seminorm on 
l^. Further, from Theorem 6.4.3, it follows that sup, Qi(z) < oc. 
Now. arguing with Banach-Steinhaus theorem as in the proof of Theorem 
5.6.1 of the preceding chapter, we observe that the condition (6.4.3) holds. 
This proves the necessity part and hence the theorem. 
; [ Ace. No ) 7 
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Proof of Theorem 6.4.5 
Sufficiency : Suppose that (6.4.4) holds. If L > max(l,sup j Zk p*), 
then, from Theorem 5.6.2, we obtain 
n n \ k J 
Necessity: This follows from Theorems 5.6.2 and 5.6.3 of the preceding 
chapter. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 6.4.6 
Sufficiency : Suppose that (6.4.5) holds. If L > max(l,sup | Zk I''*). 
Then from Theorem 5.6.2, 
^n-* ( V.„(/l^ ) r < E""M E I Ay>,A:,i) I L'/"^ 
Pn 
Necessity : This follows from Theorems 5.6.2 and 5.6.3 (of the preced-
ing chapter). 
This completes the proof. 
Chapter VII 
N E W P A R A N O R M E D SPACES G E N E R A T E D BY 
SEQUENCE OF INFINITE MATRICES 
AND D I F F E R E N C E SEQUENCES 
7.1. DeJBnitions and notations 
Here we use the following definitions and notations in tiddition to those 
given in Chapters 0 and I. 
Throughout we use the following notations : 
E = C,CQ, or £oo-
p = (p„) , an arbitrary sequence of strictly positive real numbers. 
u = (u„) , a sequence such that Wn / 0 (n = 1,2,...). 
Kizmaa; [30] defined the sequence spaces : 
(7.1.1) E{A) :={xew : Ax € E}, 
which are Banach spaces with the norm 
II X IIA = I xi I + II Ax lloo . 
Gnanciseelan and Srivastava [25] extended these spaces to : 
(7.1.2) E(u; A) := {x e u;: uAx e £ } , 
with some restrictions on u (see also Sarigol [77]). 
Ahmad and Mursaleen [7] extended (7.1.1) to : 
(7.1.3) Eip;A) := {x e w: Ax e Eip)}, 
just like E were extended to E{p) (see Maddox ([38], [42]), and Simons [82]). 
Recently, Malkowsky, Mursaleen and Qamaruddin [48] extended (7.1.3) 
to the spaces : 
(7.1.4) E{p;u.A) := {x e w: uAx e Eip)}, 
so 
(see also Mursaleen, Gaur and Saifi [58]. and Gaur and Mursaleen [24]). 
Let A = (a„fc) be an infinite matrix of comple.x numbers ank(n,k = 
1,2,...). We write Ax = An{x), where 
(7.1.5) An{x) = Y^ ank-i-k-
k 
Whenever the series on the right of (7.1.5) converges, we say that the se-
quence X is summable A. 
Savas [79] has recently defined the spaces generated by A as : 
{ (A,p;A) = {A,p)^ := {x e iv : | A„(Ax - / e ) ] P " ^ 0. 
as n —>^ oo, for some / G (T}; 
(7.1.6) { {A,p;A)o = {A,P)Q := {x e w : | An(Aa;) |P"-> 0, as n - ^ oo}: 
[ {A,p;A)oo = iA,p)^ := {x e w : s u p j A„(Ax) |P"< oo}. 
If a„jt = l(fc = n), = 0(fc ^ n), then these spaces reduce to the 
spaces (7.1.3) , (see [7]). Also, if p„ = 1, for all n, then we get the spaces 
(7.1.14, (see [30]). 
Let B = (Bi) be a sequence of infinite matrices, with B, = (&nfc(i))-
Then j G o^o is said to be B-summable (or Fg-convergent ; introduced b\' 
Stiegliltz [83]) if 
(7.1.7) tiix) = {BiX)n = E bnk{i)Xk 
k 
converges, as n —>• oo , uniformly in i = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . . If 6„jt(0 = a„fc , for all 
i , then B is nothing but A-summability; and if hnk{i) = On.fc-i (« < ^ < 
r? -)- /), = 0 (otherwise), then B reduces to almost A-summability (or FA-
summability; introduced by Lorentz [37]) which we denote by A. 
Thus, X € o^o is said to be almost summable A. or simply, summable 
.4 . if the series on the right of 
n+t 
iin{x) = {AiX)n = 5 Z ^n,k-iXk 
k=i 
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converges, as n -> oo , uniformly in i. 
We define the difference sequence spaces generated by the summability 
^ , b y : 
(7.1.8) I 
f (5 ,p ;u ,A) 
(S,p;u,A)o 
(5,p;u,A)oo 
{x e o^o : I tf„{uAx - le) l^"-)- 0, as n -^ oo, 
uniformly in i, for some / G (P); 
{a; € o^o : | tf^iuAx) {""-^ 0, as n ->• oo, 
uniformly in i}; 
{xe^oo : sup.. J ff„(«Ax) !""< oo}. 
If bnk{i) = dnk, for all t, the spaces (7.1.8) reduce to the spaces 
(A,p;u,A), (A,p;w,A)o and (A,p;i/. A)oo. If « = e, then we obtain 
the spaces (B,p; A), (5,p; A)o and (S,p; A)oo of which the spaces given by 
(7.1.6) are special cases. These also yield the spaces {A,p; u, A), {A, p; u, A)o 
and (A,p;u, A)oo and those corresponding to those given by (7.1.6). 
We may without loss of generality, assume that 0 < p„ < 1, for if 
0 < Pn < oo and sup„ p„ < oo, then 0 < pn/ sup„ Pn < 1. 
We also use the inequalities (see Maddox [42]) : 
(7.1.9) |an + 6 „ r < | a „ r + I6J ' " ' ; 
and for all A € (P, 
(7.1.10) I A|P"<max(l , | A I). 
7.2. Introduction 
For the spaces defined by (7.1.6), we know the following : 
Theorem 7.2.1. (A,p; A) C {A,p; A)^ if and only if the condition : 
(7.2.1) sup I 2 «„,. r < oo 
k 
holds. 
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The 'if part of this theorem is due to Savas ([79], Theorem 2) and the 
'only if part is due to Bilgin ([13]. Proposition 1). 
Theorem 7.2.2. (A,p; A), (.4,p; A)o and (A,p; A)oo are hnear spaces 
over the complex field (T. 
This is due to Savas ([79], Theorem 1). 
Theorem 7.2.3. (A,p;A)o and (A,p;A)oo (infp„ > 0) are linear 
topological spaces paranormed by : 
(7.2.2) h{x) = sup I An{Ax) |P" . 
n 
If (7.2.2) holds, then (.A,p; A) has the same paranorm h. 
This is due to Sa\-as ([79], Theorem 3). 
Theorem 7.2.4. (A,p; A)o and (A,p; A)oo (infp„ > 0) are complete 
with respect to the topology generated by the paranorm h* defined by : 
(7.2.3) h'ix) = sup (Y, I «nfcAxfc 1)"". 
k 
If 
(7.2.4) l 5 ] a „ j t r - > 0 , a s n - ^ o o , 
k 
holds, then (A,p; A) is complete. 
This was proved by Bilgin ([13], Theorem 1). 
Theorem 7.2.5. (A,g; A)o C (A,p;A)o if 
(7.2.5) liminf ^ > 0. 
This is due to Savas ([79], Theorem 4). 
Theorem 7.2.6. If 0 < p„ < g„ < 1, then (A,g; A)oo is a closed 
subspace of (A, p; A)^.. 
This is due to Sa\as ([79], Theorem 5). 
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Theorem 7.2.7. (A,p; A)o and (A,p;A)oo are locally bounded if 
inf Pn > 0. If (7.2.1) holds, then (A,p; A) has the same property. 
This is due to Bilgin ([13], Theorem 2). 
Theorem 7.2.8. (A.p; A)o and {A, p; A)oo ai-e r-convex for all r, where 
0 < r < inf p„. Moreover, if p„ = p < 1, for all n, then they are p-convex. 
This is due to Bilgin ([13], Theorem 3). 
The aim of this chapter is to extend and generalize Theorems 7.2.1 
to 7.2.S. which yield the corresponding results for spaces related to the A-
summabihty. 
7.3. Main results 
From the definitions it is clear that (S,p;u,A)o C {B,p;u,A) and 
{B,p\u. A)o C (B,p;u,A)oo- The inclusion {B,p;u,A) C {B,p;u, A)oc 
does not necessarily hold in general. We prove it only for a special case. 
Theorem 7.3.1. (B,p;u, A) C {B,p;u, A)oo if and only if 
(7.3.1) s u p | 5 ; 6 „ f c ( z ) r < o o 
holds. 
Further, we prove the following theorems. 
Theorem 7.3.2. (B,p;u, A),{B,p; u, A)o and (B,p;u,A)oo are linear 
spaces over the complex field (C. 
Theorem 7.3.3. (B, p; u, A)o is a linear topological space paranormed 
by g defined by : 
(7.3.2) g(x) = sup \'£Kkii)ukAxk l"", 
0<i<oo , r<n<OQ ^ 
for a whole number r > 0. (B,p: u, A),c. is paranormed by g if inf p„ > 0. 
If (7.3.1) holds, then {B,p: u. A) is paranormed with the same paranorm g. 
Theorem 7.3.4. {B,p;u, A}Q and {B,p;u, A)oo (inf p„ > 0) are com-
plete with respect to the topolog}' generated by the paranorm g* defined by : 
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(7.3.3) g'ix) = sup C£\bnkii)ukAxk\r\ 
0<«<<X) , r < n < o o ^ 
(r is the same as in (7.3.2)). If 
(7.3.4) I Yl ^nk{i) r"-> 0, as n -^ oo, 
lb 
uniformly in i, holds, then (S,p; w, A) is complete with respect to g*. 
Theorem 7.3.5. (6 ,g ;u ,A)oC (e ,p;u, A)o, if 
(7.3.5) liminf ^ > 0. 
Theorem 7.3.6. If 0 < p„ < ?„ < 1, then {B,q;u, A)oo is a closed 
subspace of {B,p; u. A)oo-
Theorem 7.3.7. (B,p; u, A)o and (5,p; u, A)oo are locally bounded if 
inf pn > 0. If (7.3.1) holds, then (B,p;u, A) has the same property. 
Theorem 7.3.8. {B,p; u, A)o and (B,p; u, A)oo are r-convex for all r, 
where 0 < r < inf p„. Moreover, if p„ = p < 1, for all n, then they are 
p-convex. 
7.4. Proofs of Theorems 
Proof of Theorem 7.3.1. Suppose that x 6 (S,p;u, A) and (7.3.1) 
holds. Then, for all / and n, we have 
I tf„{uAx) \p" = I tf„{uAx -le + le) |P" 
< hf„(uAx-/e)|'"' + |/E,6nit(0r 
< I tfJuAx - le) 1"" + I / |P" sup,. „ I Efc Kkii) \'- . 
Therefore, x G (5,p;u, A)oo. 
Conversely, suppose that (5,p; u, A) C (B,p; u, A)oo. Let r = ( - 1 , - 2 , 
-3 , . . . ) . We have r € (6 ,p ;« ,A) . Then, by the first part of the theorem, 
we have r G {B,p: u. A)^, that is, Br € C ( p ) and this is (7.3.1). 
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This completes the proof of Theorem 7.3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 7.3.2. We consider only (5,p;u, A)o. Let x,y G 
{13, p; w, A)o and A,^ € (F. Then, from (7.1.9) and (7.1.10), we have, for all 
i and n, 
(7.4.1) 1 tf„{XuAx + fiuAy) r < max(l , | A |) | tfjuAx) r 
+ m a x ( l , l / / ! ) h f „ ( t / A y ) r . 
This implies that \x + fiy E (S,p; u, A)o and completes the proof of 
Theorem 7.3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 7.3.3. One can easily see that g{9) = 0, and 
g{x) = g{—x). The subadditivity of ^ follows from (7.4.1). It remains to 
show that the scalar multiplication is continuous. 
It follows from (7.1.10), that, for A G (P and x € (5,p;w,A)o , 
g{Xx) < max(l, | A \)g{x). 
Therefore, A->^0,x->0=»Aa-->0 and if A is fixed, x -^ 0 =^ Xx -^ 0. 
If X G (S,p;«, A)o is fixed, given c > 0, there exists Uo such that 
(7.4.2) sup I Xtf„ix) !""< e/2, for all i (n > r) 
n>no 
and we can choose S > 0 such that ] A |< <J, we have 
(7.4.3) sup I Xtiix) !"'•< e/2, for all i (n > r). 
n<no 
Thus, from (7.4.2) and (7.4.3), we get 
I A \<S=i^ g{Xx) < t. 
This proves the first part. 
Next, it is enough to show that, for fixed x G (5,p;u,A),A -^ 0 
Ax -^ 0. Let inf p„ = ^ > 0. Then, we have 
(7.4.4) ^ ( A x ) < m a x ( | A | , | A | V ^ ) . 
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Then it follows from the above inequality that (B, p; «, A)cc is also para-
normed by g. 
Finally, if (7.3.1) holds, then by Theorem 7.3.1, (H, p; u, A) C (5 , p\ u, A)^ 
and hence (5,p; u, A) has the same paranorm g (whenever inf p„ > 0). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 7.3.3. 
Proof of Theorem 7.3.4. Let (x*) be a Cauchy sequence in (5,p;u, A)o. 
Then g'ix' — x') -^ 0, as 5,i -> cxo, that is, 
(7.4.5) Yl I bnk{i)[ul^Xk - uiAxi] |-> 0, as s,t ->• cx), 
fc 
for all k, uniformly in i (n > r), which implies that (u^Ax^) is a 
Cauchy sequence in (C for each k and so there exists y = (j/jt) such that 
u^Axl -> UfcAi/jt, as s —)• GO, for each fc. Now, from (7.4.5), we have for 
e > 0, there exists a number A^ , such that 
(7.4.6) E I 6n . (0KAx^ - ulAxl] |< e 
k 
for all s,t > N and for all i {n > r). Hence, for any fixed natural number 
m, we have, from (7.4.6), 
(7.4.7) Yl I bnk{i)[uiAxl - «iAxl] l< e, 
k<m 
for all i (n > r). Now, fix 5 > A^  and let t —> oo. Then, from (7.4.7), we have 
Y I b„kii)[ulAxl - UkAyk] |< c, 
k<m 
iov s > N and for all i {n > r). Since this is valid for any natural number 
m, we have 
E I Kk{i)[ulAxl - UkAyk] \< e, 
k 
for 5 > iV and for all i (n > r), that is, 5'*(x* — t/) ^ 0, as s ^ oo, and 
^* - y € (6, p; u, A)o. Also, writing y = (j/ - x*) + x%we have, by linearity 
of {B,p;u,A)o,y e (6,p;u, A)o; hence (i5,p;«, A)o is complete. 
The completeness of {B,p; u, A)^ can easily be obtained. 
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Now, by the inequalities (7.1.9) and (7.1.10), we have for all i and n, 
(7.4.8) I <f„(«Ax) r < | ti(uA.v-le) ^ +max( l , | / |) | J2^„k{i) T • 
fc 
If (7.3.4) holds, then from the inequality (7.4.8), it is clear that (B, p; u, A) = 
(JB,P; U, A)O. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. It is clear that the spaces (£f,p;ti, A),(;B,p;?x, A)o and 
(iB,p;u,A)oo are not complete with respect to the topology generated by 
the paranorm g{x). 
Proof of Theorem 7.3.5. Suppose that (7.3.4) holds and x G (S, q; u, A)o. 
Then, there is a > 0 such that p„ > aq^,. for large n. Hence, for large n, 
Mf„(«A.T)r<(Mf„(uAx)r)", 
since 
hf„(«Ax)|<l, 
for such n. Hence x G (B,p;ii, A)o. 
This terminates the proof of Theorem 7.3.5. 
Proof of Theorem 7.3.6. It is clear that (B,q; w, A)oo is a subset of 
(iB,p;u, A)oo. To show that it is closed, suppose that x^ € (B,g;tx, A)oo, 
u^Ax^ -> uAx and x G {B,p;u,A)^. Then, for every e, 0 < e < 1, there is 
a number A'^  such that, for all i and n, 
1 tfju^Ax^ - uAx) ]""< c, for j > N. 
Now, for all i and n, 
I tliu'Ax' - uAx) !'"<! tfju'Ax' - uAx) |'"'< e, 
for j > N. Therefore, x € (S, q; u. A)oo and this proves the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 7.3.7. We shall prove the theorem only for 
(5,p;u,A)oo. Let inf p„ = ^ > 0. If x G (S,p;u,A)oo, then there 
exists a constant M > 0 such that 
\Y,bnk(i)ukAxk\'^"< M, for all n, 
k 
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uniformly in i. For this M and given S > 0, choose an integer iV > 1 such 
that N^ > M/S. 
Since 1/A^  < 1 and p„ > 0, we have l/iV"" < l/N^. Then, for all i and 
n, we get 
I Ylbr.k{i)ukAxk/N !""< 1/N' \'£bnkii)ukAxk !""< K/N' < S. 
k k 
Therefore, by taking supremum over n, we have 
{x : h{x) < K} C N{x : h{x) < 8}. 
For every 5 > 0. there exist A'' > 1 for which the above inclusion holds 
and so {x : h{x) < K} is bounded. 
This proves Theorem 7.3.7. 
Proof of Theorem 7,3.8. We shall prove the theorem only for 
(B,p;u,A)oo. Let x e (S,p;u, A)oo and r G (0,liminf pn). Then, there 
exists fco such that r <pk for all k > ko. Now, define 
g{x) = sup I J ^ b„kii)ukAxk T + | J ^ hnk{i)ukAxk I"" . 
'•" it<A:o fc>fco+l 
Since r < pk < 1, for all fc > A:o, ^ is subadditive. Further, for 
0 < | A |< 1,1 A iP'=<| A 1% for all A; > ko. Therefore, for such A, we 
have g{Xx) < | A I*" g{x). 
Now, for 0 < (J < 1, C/ = {x : g{x) < 6} is an absolutely r-convex set, 
for I A I'" + I /x !'•< 1, and x,y &U imply that 
g{Xx + fxy) < g{Xx) + g{fiy) 
< I A r 5(x)+I / i r ^(y) 
< (iAr + ur)<j 
< 5. 
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If Pfc = p < 1, for all fc, then, for 0 < r < 1, 
V ^ {x: g{x) < 5} 
is an absolutely p-convex set. This can be obtained by similar analysis and 
therefore we omit the details. 
This proves our final theorem. 
Chapter VI I I 
SOME N E W SEQUENCES D E F I N E D BY 
ORLICZ F U N C T I O N S 
8.1. Definitions and notat ions 
Here we need the following definitions and notations in addition to 
those given in Chapters 0 and I. 
As usual w denotes the set of all sequences i = (a^n), real or complex. 
Let p = (pn),9 = (gn) <ind g = (g„) denote the sequences of positive 
real numbers and the sequence Q = {Qn) is such that 
(8.1.1) On = gi+g2 + --- + q n / 0 . 
For a sequence x — (x„), we write 
(8.1.2) f„(x) = ^ i : g^ X, r . 
**" it = 1 
We define the following spaces of strongly summable sequences : 
[N,q;p] := {x € w : Iim„_^^ i„(x - /) = 0, for some / € (C }; 
(8.1.3)^ [N,q;p]o := {xe« ; : l im„^^<„(x) = 0}; 
, [^W;p]oo ~ {xew: sup„ in{x) < oo}. 
Whenever ^„ = 1(Q„ = n), for all n, these spaces are nothing but the 
spaces [C, l;p], [C, l;p]o and [C, l;p]oo respectively defined by Maddox [38] 
andifg„ = ^(Qn ~ /oyn), we get the new spaces [il,/ogn, l;p]S[fi,fo5!n, l;p]o 
and [7?, log n, l;p]oo respectively. 
^Here R stands for Riesz summability, as (N,^) is equivalent to (R,log n, 1) (see 
eg. Hardy [26]) and the corresponding strongly summable sequence space is denoted by 
[R,log n, 1]. 
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An Orlicz function is a function M = [0,oo) -^ [0,oo), which is 
continuous, non-decreasing and convex with M(0) = 0, M{x) > 0, for a: > 0, 
and M{x) —> oo, as x —)• oc. If convexity of M is replaced by : 
(8.1.4) M[x + y)<M{x) + M{y), 
then this called modulus function, defined and discussed by Ruckle [74] and 
Maddox [43]. 
The Orlicz function M can always be represented in the following in-
tegral form (see Krasnoselskii and Rutickii [32]) : 
(8.1.5) M{x) = !\{t) 
Jo 
dt. 
where tp, known as the kernel of M, is right-differentiable for t > 0,<^(0) 
= 0, (p{t) > 0, for < > 0, v^  is non-decreasing and (p{t) —> oo, as t —> oo. 
The Orlicz function M is said to satisfy A2-condition for all values of 
u, if there exists a constant K > 0, such that 
(8.1.6) M{2u) < KM{u) {u > 0); 
equivalently, 
(8.1.7) M{lu) < KlM{u), 
for all values of u and for / > 1. 
Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [36] used the idea of Orlicz function to define 
what is called the Orlicz sequence spaces : 
(8.1.8) iM-=\xew: f ; M | i ^ J < oo, for some /» > o | 
which is a Banach space with the norm : 
.r{.>o:|;M(^),A ^WM 
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They proved that every space IM contains a subspace isomorphic to Cp for 
some p > 1, thereby answering a general conjecture that every infinite di-
mensional Banach space contains a closed subspace isomorphic to CQ or some 
ip, positively for a class of spaces (see Lindenstrauss [35] and Milman [50] 
for discussion of this and related conjectures). 
The space IM is closely related to the space ip which is an Orlicz se-
quence space with M{x) = x^, \ < p < oo. 
Parashar and Choudhary [64] extended i^ to ^M(P) in the same manner 
of Simons [82], as : 
(8.1.9) M P ) : = {X^W: Y. M Xk [ 
Pk 
< oo, for some p > 0 , 
which is the same as (\f for pk = I, for all k. 
Let u = (wfc) be an arbitrary sequence such that Uk^Q{k — 1,2,...). 
We further extend ^M(P) to iuiPiU) : 
(8.1.10) iM{p.u) {• ew: Yl k = 1 M UkXk 
Pk 
< oo, for some p > 0 , 
liM(x) = X, this becomes £(p, u) which, in the special case u/. = k~^^'"' 
{s > 0), is the sames as £(p, 5) defined and studied by Bulut and Cakar [15]. 
The special case for 5 = 0 of €(p, s) is obviously the sequence space : 
00 
i{p):= {x£w: ^ | 0:^  ("*< 00}, 
fc = 1 
which has been investigated by several authors ([34], [39], [41] and [82]). 
Parashar and Choudhary [64] also defined the following three spaces 
associated with strongly Cesaro-sunmiable sequences : 
(8.1.11) WiM,p):= {xew:- T M \xk-l 
Pk 
0, 
as n ->• 00, for some p > 0 and / € (C} 
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(8.1.12) 
and 
(8.1.13) 
Wo(Af,p):= {xew:-J2 M I Xk 
Pk 
->o, 
as n —> oo, for some p > 0}; 
1 " 
Woc{M,p) := {x e w: sup - Y] M Xfc 
p/t 
< oo, 
for some p > 0}. 
Now, let us write 
(8.1.14) i'Jx,p) = Q- H qkbfU-^j , for some p>0. 
Then we generalize the above spaces to give the new spaces 
(8.1.15) W{M^q;p.u) := {x E w : <*(ua;—/e,p) —> 0, asn —)• oo, 
for some p > 0 and / € (C }; 
(8-1.16) Wo{M,q;p,u):= {x € to : t* (u i ,p ) -^ 0, as n - ^ oc, 
for some p > 0}, 
and 
(8.1.17) Woc(M,g;p.u) := {x ew: sup t*(ux,p) < oo, 
n 
for some p > 0}. 
In the case in which ^„ = 1, for all n > 0, u = e, these spaces re-
duce to W{M,p)^Wo{M-,p) and Woo{M^p) respectively, and if in addition, 
M(x) = X, we get [C l;p],[C, l;p]o and [C, l;p]oo respectively. Moreover, 
when^r. = ^, for all n > 0, we get the new spaces : [R,log n,l;p],[R,log n,l;p]Q 
and [Rilog n, l;p]oo respectively. 
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8.2. Introduction 
Parashar and Choudhary [64] studied the spaces defined by (8.1.9) and 
(8.1.11) through (8.1.13) in some details and proved the following theorems. 
Theorem 8.2.1. Let H = supf.pk. Then £M{P) is a linear set over 
the set of complex numbers. 
Theorem 8.2.2. iM{p) is a total paranormed space with 
(8.2.1) g{x) = inf j / " / ^ : (^  i : 
where H = max(l,supjtPfc). 
'•mi Pk\ l /H < l.n. = 1.2, 
Theorem 8.2.3. Let I < Pk < 30. Then ^M(p) is a complete para-
normed space with g{x) given by (8.2.1). 
Theorem 8.2.4. Let 0 < pk < Qk < oo, for each k. Then 
^M{P) Q (M{q)-
Theorem 8.2.5. Let p be bounded. Then W{M.p).Wo{M.p) and 
Woo{M,p) are linear spaces. 
Theorem 8.2.6. Let H = sup^pfc. Then Wo{M.p) is a hnear topo-
logical space paranormed by g' defined by : 
lPk\l/H 
/W =iof {/./": (iEJ.u(^)]") < 1.7? = 1,2... 
Theorem 8.2.7. Let M be an Orhcz function which satisfies A2-
condition. Then 
W C W(M), Wo C iro(A/) and W^ C W^{M). 
Theorem 8.2.8 
(i) Let 0 < inf pfc <pk<\. Then W{M,p) C W{M). 
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(u) Let l<pk< supj,,pfc < oo. Then W{M) C H''(M,p). 
Theorem 8.2.9. Let 0 < Pk < qk and (qk/Pk) be bounded. Then 
W{M,q) CW{M,p). 
The object of this chapter is to study our new spaces ^M(P, " ) , W{M, q; p, u). 
Wo{M,q;p,u) and Woo{M,q;p^u) in details and to prove theorems which 
are generalizations of the above results and alse yield the corresponding re-
sults for the new spaces [R,log n,l;p],[RJog n,l;p]o and [RJog n,l;p]oo-
8.3. Main results 
We prove the following theorems. 
Theorem 8.3.1. Let H = sup;tPfc- Then ^^{p.u) is a linear space 
over the complex field (P. 
Theorem 8.3.2. CM{PIU) is total paranormed space with paranorm 
defined by : 
(8.3.1) h{x) = inf | / " / ^ : f f; M ^-^^^\ '^V < l,n = 1,2,. 
where H = max(l,supjtPjb). 
Theorem 8.3.3. Let 1 < p^  < oo. Then CM{PIU) is complete para-
normed spax;e with paranorm defined by (8.3.1). 
Theorem 8.3.4. Let 0 < p^ < f^c < oo, for each k. Then 
^M{P,U) C,iM{q,u). 
Theorem 8.3.5. Let p be bounded. ThenW{M,q;p,u),Wo{M,q;p,u) 
and WoQ{M,q;p,u) are linear spaces. 
Theorem 8.3.6. Let H = snp,^pk. Then WQ{M,q;p,u) is a linear 
topological space paranormed by h* defined by : 
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h'ix) = mf | / " /^ : f i - J2 9";t(M UkXk Pk\ \ i / w < 1,7Z = 1,2, . . . 
Theorem 8.3.7. Let M be an Orlicz function which satisfies A2-
condition. Then 
W{q; u) C W{M, q; u), Wo{q; u) C H o(M, q; u) and W^{q-, u) C Woo{M, q; u). 
Theorem 8.3.8 
(i) Let 0 < MkPk <Pk<l. Then W(M,q;p,u) C W{M,q;u). 
(ii) Let 1 < Pfc < supfcPfc < 00. Then W{M,q;u) C W{M,q]p,u). 
Theorem 8.3.9. Let 0 < pk < qk and (qk/pk) be bounded. Then 
W{M,q-q,u) CW{M,q;p,u). 
8.4. Proofs of Theorems 
Proof of Theorem 8.3.1 
Let x,y E iM{p,u) and a,l3 E <I^. lu order to prove the theorem we 
need to find some pa > 0, such that 
k = 1 
M aukXk + /3ukyk 
P3 
Pk 
< 00. 
Since x,t/ 6 ^Af(p,«), there exists some positive pi and p2 such that 
k = 1 
M UkXk 
and 
Jfe = 1 L 
M 
Pi 
UkVk 
P2 
< 00 , 
Pk 
< 00. 
Take p^ — max(2 \ a \ pi,2 \ (3 { P2). Since M is non-decreasing and 
convex, 
where C = max(l,2' '"*). This proves that imiPiu) is linear. 
Proof of Theorem 8.3.2 
Clearly h(x) = h{—x). By using Theorem 8.3.1 for a = f3 = I, we 
get h{x + y) < h{x)-\-hiy). 
Since M(0) = 0, we get mip^'^^^ = 0, for x = 0. Conversely, 
suppose that h{x) = 0, then 
i n f ^ " ^ ' ' li-e^))"!'"-) = 0. 
This implies that, for a given e > 0, there exists some p^ {0 < p^ < e) such 
that 
E 
a- = 1 L 
M "it art 
p t ^ i / H 
. 1 '^-
Thus 
Vfc = 1 L 
M Ufcxjt r 
•\Pk\l/H ) <U''m\r^ 
Suppose Xn^ / 0 for some m. Let e-^ 0. Then 
I "nm-^-nm I 
OO. 
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It follows that 
<m = 1 
M 
l«n„a:„„ f Pk\ 1/H 
oo. 
which is a contradiction. Therefore x„^ = 0, for each m. 
Finally, we prove that scalar multiplication is continuous. Let A be any 
number. By definition 
h{Xx) = inf { p^"/^ : ( Y: 
Then 
it = 1 
M XukXk 
Pk\ l/H \ - lp f c \ l / « 
1 1 < l , n = 1,2,3, 
hiXx) = inf I iXrf-'" : ( X^ M 
where r = p/A. 
XukXk 
Pk\ l/H in < 1,« = 1,2,3,.., 
,1 / f f 
Since I A |P*< max{l, | A | ^ ) , we have | A !"*/"< (max(l, | A |^)) ' . 
Hence 
h{Xx) < (max(l, | A |^))'^"^inf{(rf"/'^ : ( f ] 
\k = 1 
n = 1,2,3,...} 
M UkXk 
Pk\ UH 
) ) • • ) < 1 , 
which converges to zero, as h{x) converges to zero in (.M{PI ")• Now, suppose 
that A -)• 0 and x is in IM (p, u). For an arbitrary e > 0, let A^  be a positive 
integer such that 
E 
k - i v + i 
M I «fc f^c 
p* 
< e / 2 , 
for some p > 0. This implies that 
E 
a- = iV+i L 
M UfcXfc 
IP* 
1/H 
< e/2. 
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Let 0 < | A |< 1, using convexity of M we get 
E 
k = N+l 
M UkXk 
Pk 
< E 
fc := A '+l 
I A | M UkXk 
Since M is continuous everywhere in [0, oo), we have 
N 
A: = 1 L 
M 
tUkXk 
is continuous at 0. So, there is 1 > ^ > 0 such that | f{t) |< | , for 0 < f < (5. 
Let A' be such that | A„ |< (5, for n > K. Then, for n > k. 
Thus 
E 
<k = 1 
E 
\k = 1 
M 
M 
KukXk r 
p 
P)t\ i /H 
< e/2. 
P*\ i /w 
< e , 
for n > A'. This proves the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 8.3.3 
Let (x*) be a Cauchy sequence in £nf{p,u). Let r,UQ and xo be fixed. 
Then, for each -^^f^ > 0 there exists a positive integer A^  such that 
h{x' - x^) < — ^ , for all ij > N. 
ruoXo 
Using definition of paranorm, we get 
E 
\k = l l 
M I "14-"Mr 
^Pk^ i/fi 
< 1, for all ij > N. 
Thus 
k = 1 
M h{x' - xi) 
Pk 
< 1, for a l i i , j > AT. 
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Since 1 < p^ < oo, it follows that 
for each k > I, and for all i^j > N. Hence one can find r > 0 with 
(!f2f£),(,f!f2f2)>i, 
where ip is the kernel associated with M, such that 
\ h{x* - z-') 
Thiis implies that 
UoXor t 
k\\ ^^ /uoXoN ^ /uoXo\ 
I "fc-fJt - K^i \< 
2 TUQXQ 
Hence (u'a;') is a Cauchy sequence in JR which implies that (x') is 
Cauchy in R since u is an arbitrary fixed sequence of parameters such 
that ixjt ^ 0 for each k. Therefore, for each e (0 < c < 1), there exists a 
positive integer N such that 
I x' - x-* |< e, for all i, j > N. 
Now, using continuity of M, we find that 
N 
E 
\,k = 1 
M 
I Uk{xi - lim._,^ xi I n Pk\ i/H 
< 1. 
Thus 
Taking infimum of such p's we get 
l / H 
< 1 . 
iv 
inf { /"/-^ : XI M Uk(xi-x) p 
Pfc^ l /H 
< n < e, 
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for all i > N and j -^ oo. Since (x') G ^M{P-AI) and M is continuous, it 
follows that X € ^A/(p^*') • 
This proves Theorem 8.3.3. 
Proof of Theorem 8.3.4 
Let X E ^A/(p, t<). Then, there exists some p > 0, such that 
k - 1 
M UkXk 
Pk 
< oo. 
This implies that 
M ( i ^ ^ < 1 , 
for sufficiently large values of i. 
Since M is non-decreasing, we get 
'ukXk\ 
M VJ 
<ik 
<E M «fca;fc 
p* 
< oo. 
Hence x 6 £^(9,^). This proves Theorem 8.3.4. 
Proofs of Theorems 8.3.5 and 8.3.6 
These can be proved in the manner similar to the proofs of Theorems 
8.3.1 and 8.3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 8.3.7 
We write 
[N,q] = W{q-u),[N,q]o = Wo(g;«) and[Ar,9],o = W^q-u). 
Let X G W{q; u). Then 
^n — 
1 N f) H 9fc I "fc^it - ^e I-)- 0, as n -)• oo. 
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Let e > 0 and choose 6 with 0 < ^ < 1 such that M{t) < t, for 
0 < < < 5. Write yk = | u^Xk — le \ and consider 
n 
X; qkM{\yk\) = E + E ' say' 
it = 1 1 2 
where the first sum is over yk '^ ^ and the second sum over jjk > 8. Since 
M is continuous 
E < One, 
1 
and for j/fc > 5. we use tha fact that 
Vk < Vk/S < 1 + Vk/S. 
Since M is non-decreasing and convex, it follows that 
M(yk) < M{l+ykl5) 
< |M(2) + | M ( 2 W 5 ) . 
Again, since M satisfies A2-condition, we have 
Miyk) < ^K{yk/S)M{2) + ^K{yk/S)Mi2) = Kyk6-'M{2). 
Hence 
J29kMiyk)<KS-'M{2).QJr. 
2 
which together with Yl\ ^ Qn^ yields 
Wiq;u)CW{M,q]u). 
Following similar arguments, we can prove that 
Wo{q;u) C Wo{M,q;u) and W^{q;u) C W^{M,q;u). 
Proof of Theorem 8.3.8 
(i) Let a: € W'( A/,g;p,u). Since 0 < inf pfc < 1, we get, for some 
p>0. 
1 " 
V n it = 1 
^^  / i ukXk-it r 1 " 
' ^ n Jt = 1 
M fL^fiJliil" p* 
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and hence x € W{M,q;u). 
{ii) Let pk > 1, for each k. and sup^ tPA- < oo- Let x € W{M,q;u). 
Then, for each 1 > e > 0, there exists a positive integer A'^  such that, for 
some p > 0, 
1 " _ 
0~ ^ ^ ' ^ " i- = 1 M 
I tu-a-fr-'e f 
< c < 1, 
for all n > N. This implies that 
1 
^ 1 fc = 1 
M 
I UkXk-le f p* 1 " _ M 
•| UkXk-le f 
Therefore, x G VF(M, q;p, u). This proves the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 8.3.9 
Let X € W{M,q;q,u). Write 
tk M 
I Ufcifc-iel^""" 
and Afc = pfc/git. Since pk < qk, we have 0 < Afc < 1. 
Now, take 0 < A < A^  and define 
Ik = tk {tk>l), = 0{tk<l) 
and 
Sk = 0 {tk > 1), = tk {tk < 1), 
so that 
tk = Ik + Sk andfj* = 7fc* + 5 
Then, it follows that 
k • 
Ik' <lk< tk and s'," < Sk A* 
Therefore 
1 " 1 " 
* * " fc = 1 ^n k = I Q: ^ *'' k = 1 
and hence x € H''(M,g;p, u) which completes the proof of the theorem. 
Chapter IX 
SUMMABILITY OF TRIGONOMETRIC SEQUENCES 
BY SEQUENCE OF INFINITE MATRICES 
9.1, Definitions and notations 
We follow here the following definitions and notations in addition to 
those given in Chapters 0 and I. 
Let f{x) be a periodic function, with period 27r, and integrable (Z,), 
that is, integrable in the sense of Lebesgue over (—7r,7r). Let the Fourier 
series of f{x) be given by : 
1 °^ 
(9.1.1) ^«o+ Yl ("'^  ^°^ kx + bk sin kx). 
Then the series conjugate to it is : 
oo 
(9.1.2) ^2 i^k cos kx — ak sin kx) 
fc = 1 
and its derived series is : 
oo 
(9.1.3) ^ k{bk cos kx — ajt sin kx). 
k = 1 
Let s„{x) and 5„(x) denote the paxtial sums of the series (9.1.2) and 
(9.1.3) respectively. 
We write 
• f{x + t)-f{x-t) , 0 < f < TT, 
(9.1.4) ^^{t) = rPif^t) = { 
where 
(9.1.5) gix) = {/(x + 0 ) - / ( x - 0 ) } ; 
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and 
(9.1.6) h^{t) = 
4 sin 2 
Let B = (Bi), with. Bi = (6„fc(i)), be a sequence of infinite matrices. 
Then, a sequence x = (x„) e ico is said to be B-(or FB)-convergent or 
Eummable B to the generalized limit Bx, if 
oo 
(9.1.7) \im(Bix)n = lira V] bnk{i)xk = Lim Bx, 
Jt = 0 
uniformly for i = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . . 
The space B (or FB) of B-convergent (summable) sequences are thus 
defined as (see Stielglitz [83]) : 
(9.1.8) c^ := {x e o^o : lim<,^(x) = L, uniformly in ?}, 
where 
oo 
ifni^) = Yl ^nkii)xk, 
fc = 0 
and 
L = Lim Bx. 
For an infinite matrix A = (anfc), we write 
Ax = ((Ax)„), with (v4x)„ = 5Z"nfc^t-
In the case in which Bo = (/), the identity matrix, B reduces to c, the 
space of convergent sequences, and for B = (B,) and B'^ = (Bf) then B 
becomes the spaces c of almost convergent sequences and c" of a-convergent 
sequences respectively, where 
(n + 1)"^ , for i < A; < t + n, 
(9.1.9) 6„,(z) = ; 
0 , elsewhere 
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and 
[ n-^ , for a\i) <k< <T"(?) 
(9.1.10) bl,{i) = 
[ 0 , elsewhere 
Let us consider the transformation : 
(9.1.11) B{Ax) = (S.(Ax))„ 
= T.T=obnk{i)Ak{x) 
= Er=o(Er=o^nfc(o«fc/)^/. 
Then, using (9.1.9) and (9.1.10), (9.1.11) becomes : 
B{Ax) = iBi{Ax))n 
= YT= o(;ir Efctl ,• aki)xi 
and 
B'^iAx) = (5f(Ax))„ 
- Li = i -Efc = <,i(,)awa;/ 
= T,r=x^EUiaicrHn),l)x, 
= ^E,"=iEr=i«Mn),/)^^ 
where, for the matrix A = (Qnfc), we use the notation 
a„fc = a(n,fc). 
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9.2. Introduction 
Using the concept of almost-regular matrices (introduced by King [29]), 
Rao [69] proved the following result for the A-summability of the derived 
series of a Fourier series : 
Theorem 9.2.1. Let A = (a„i) be an almost regular infinite matrix 
of real numbers. Then, for every x G [—fr.Tr] for which hx{t) € 51/[0, TT], 
1 n— 1 oo 
l i m - V Yl Oj+.,/5)(j) = /ir(0+), 
" j = 0 / = 0 
uniformly in i, if and only if 
1 n—1 CO 1 
'^  j = 0 / = 0 ^ 
for every t € [0, TT], uniformly in i. 
Generalizing the above result using the concept of cr-regular matri-
ces (which is the generalization of almost regular matrices) Mursaleen [51] 
proved the following result. 
Theorem 9.2.2. ([51], Chapter VI, Theorem 1). Let A = (a„]t) be a 
cr-regular matrix. Then, for each x e [—TT.TT] for which hx{t) G JBV[0, TT], 
1 n 00 
^T;: E E«( '^(0,/) ;^(:^ :) = M0+), 
" j = U = 1 
uniformly in i, if and only if 
1^ ^^ E f;«(c^^(O,0sin(/-H^)f = 0, 
for every t G [0, TT], uniformly in i. 
Mursaleen [51] also proved corresponding result for conjugate series. 
Theorem 9.2.3. ([51], Chapter VI, Theorem 2). 
Let A = (onk) be a a-regular matrix. Then for each x G [0,27r] for 
which/(a:) G By[0,27r], 
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1 n oo 
l i m - ^ J2 a{a^{i),k)si{x) - 7r~^c?(x), 
n • , , , J = 1 / = 1 
uniformly in i, if and only if, 
1 n oo 
lim— y^ y^ a{crHi),k) cos kt = 0, 
' S = 1 fc = 1 
for all f € [^ , 7r],(J > 0, uniformly in n. 
The purpose of the present chapter is to generalize above-cited results 
by using B (or F6)-regular matrices (see Stieglitz [83] Satz 3 (b)) which is 
the generalization of almost and cr-regular matrices. 
9.3. Main results 
We establish the following theorems . 
Theorem 9.3.1. Let B = (B.) be a family of matrices, with 
(9.3.1) N{Bi) < oo, for each i. 
Let A = (a„fc) be a S (or FB)-regular matrix, i.e. A 6 {c,B)reg- Then, 
for every x € [—7r,7r] for which hx{t) G J?V[0, TT], 
(9.3.2) \im'£T.^nk{i)aki s',{x) = /i,(0+), 
/ fc 
uniformly in i, if and only if 
(9.3.3) lim'£T>^nkii)aki sm{l + l)t = 0. 
Theorem 9.3.2. Let 5 = (Bi) be a family of matrices with the 
condition (9.3.1). 
Let A = (ank) be a ;B-regular matrix, i.e. A £ {c,B)reg. Then, for each 
X € [0,27r], for which f{x) G BV[0,27r], 
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(9.3.4) lim]^26„fc(j)aw 5/(x) = IT ^g{x), 
uniformly in t, if and only if 
(9.3.5) lim5])5])6„fc(i)aw cos kt = 0, 
for all t € [<J, TT],^ > 0, uniformly in i. 
9.4. Lemmas 
We need the following lemmas for the proof of our theorems. 
Lemma 9.4.1. (Stieglitz [83], Satz 3). 
Let B — (5,) be a family of matrices with 
(9.4.1) N{Bi) <oo for each t. 
Then A is {c,B)reg matrix (or A G {c,B)reg), if the following conditions 
are satisfied : 
(9.4.2) N{A) < CO, 
(9.4.3) there exists a whole number r > 0 such that 
0<«<oo , r < n < o o ^ j^ 
(9.4.4) Mmy^ bni{i)aik = 0, uniformly in i, fc fixed 
" T 
(9.4.5) Wm^Yl ^ni{i)(iik = 1, uniformly in i. 
see 
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Lemma 9.4.2. (Jordan's convergence criterion for Fourier series, 
[11]) 
If f{x) G BV{a,b) ((a, 6) being some interval), then its Fourier series 
converges at every f>oint of this interval. Its sum is f{x) at a point of con-
tinuity and [f{x + 0) — f{x — 0)]/2 at a point of discontinuity of the first 
kind, Finally, if {a',b') lies entirely inside the interval (a, 6), where / (x) is 
continuous, then the Fourier series converges uniformly in (a', b'). 
^'S' Proof of Theorem 9.3.1 
The partial sum s'i{x) of the series (9.1.3) is given by : 
where 
TT 7 0 tan ^t 
Since K{t) € BV[0,7r] and K{t) -> K{Q-\-), as t ->• 0,/i:,(i) cos \t has the 
same properties. Therefore, by Lerrmia^^y,^. 
h -)• /ir(0+), as / ^ oc. 
Now, 
CXD O O 
(9.5.1) X! E ^nk{i)akis\{x) 
I -Qk = I 
= Er=oEr=iMo«fc//-
2 - „ r OO OO 1 • 
+ - / E E MO«fc/ sin(/ + -)< rf /ix(<) 
= J\-\r Ji, say. 
Since A is B-regular, by virtue of condition (9.4.5). 
Jx -> /ij;(0-|-), as n -> CO, uniformly in i. 
Thus, we have to show that (9.3.2) holds if and only if 
HI 
J2 —> 0, 35 n —> 00, uniformly in i. 
Now, A being iB-regular, i.e. for all x £ c^ Ax G c^. Hence, there exists a 
whole number r > 0. and a constant M such that 
(9.5.2) sup 
0<t<OG , r < n < o o 
00 00 
J2 I ]C ^nk{i)aki 
/ = 0 A: = 1 
< M. 
Therefore, 
(9.5.3) I Yl E infc(0«H s i n ( / + - ) < | 
i = Ok = I ^ 
< Er=o|sin(/+i)<| |Er=iMO«fc/l 
< YT= 0 I E r = 1 Kk{i)aM I 
< .W, 
for all 0 < i < 00 and r < n < 00, for r as defined above. 
Hence, by a theorem on the weak convergence in the Banach spaces of 
all continuous functions defined on a finite closed interval (see Banach [10], 
pp. 134-135), it follows that (9.5.3) holds if and only if J2 -> 0, as n -4 00 
and (9.3.3) holds. 
Since (9.5.3) is satisfied, it follows that J2 —> 0, if and only if (9.3.3) 
holds. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 9.3.1. 
9 S- Proof of Theorem 9.3.2 
Partial sum of the series (9.1.2) is given by 
~si{x) = l^^Mt)smltdt 
= ^ + i/J^cos Hd^l^^it). 
Therefore 
E E ^nk{i)aH hix) = h + h-, say 
fc = 0/ = 0 
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where 
and 
1 OO CO 
^ k = 01 = 0 
h = - yZ ^nk{i)aki cos it 
it = 0 
By condition (9.4.5) of Lemma 9.4.1, 
h -^ 9{^)IT^I as n —> oo, uniformly in i. 
Thus, we have to show that 
1 r 
d^t). 
(9.6.1) 
IT Jo 
uniformly in i, as n —>^ oo, 
where 
oo oo 
(9.6.2) Kni{t) = Yl a Kk{i)aki cos It. 
k = 01 = 0 
Now, it is easy to show that the condition (9.6.1) is equivalent to the 
following condition : 
(9.6.3) - r Kni{t) d i>,{t) -^ 0, 
w Js 
uniformly in i, as n -^ oo,0 < 5 < n, for / € BV[0,27r] and for every 
X e [0,27r]. 
Therefore, arguing as in Theorem 9.3.1 , we have 
(9.6.4) I A'n.(t) I = 1 E E bnk{i)aki cos It 1 
fc = 0 / = 0 
< lEr=oCos ltT,f= obnkii)aki \ 
< E r = o | c o s if l!Efc = o^ nfc(^ )afei 
< T.r=o\ET=oKk{i)akl\ 
< M, 
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for dl\ 0 < i < oo and r < n < oo. 
Hence, again by a theorem of weak convergence of sequence of Banach 
spaces of all continuous functions, it follows that (9.6.3) holds if and only if 
(0 \Kni{t)\<M, 
for all n and p, and 0 < ^ < ^ < TT; and 
(n) (9.3.4) holds. 
Since, by virtue of condition (9.3.4), (i) is true, it follows that (9,6.3) 
holds if and only if (9.3.4) holds. And (9.6.3) is equivalent to (9.6.1), hence 
(9.3.3) holds if and only if (9.6.1) holds. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 9.3.2. 
9.7. Corollaries 
In the special cases in which bnk{i) are given by (9.1.9) and (9.1.10), we 
get the corresponding results for almost convergence and cr-convergence as 
the corollary given by Mursaleen ([51], Chapter VI, p. 62) and Mursaleen 
([51]. Chapter VI, Theorem 2; also Theorem 9.2.3 of the present chapter). 
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